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Student-run
film festival
to kick off
at MSU

;1.1

'

:74

By IIMMONS UM=
••
Warr
.1
etwer the long-running Cinemei
international series and a
founded student-run filmsed
receries,
'Murray is becoming a great piece for tiUi .
lovers to be.
Tomorrow night at 7, the '11
Iliesdays" series will kick off its
semester at the Curris Center Theater with
the 1989 time travel blockbuster "Back
the Future 2." Jonah Waggoner, a Murray
State University senior, said the scrim waa;
started last year by Douglas Fish - knows:
,
to friends simply as "Fish" - and Dave.
Fries. After Fish finished graduate school.:
he handed it over to Waggoner, who mitt.
Fish after becoming a resident assistant dr:
Hart College, where Fish was the residedt
director. Waggoner said Fish and Fricis'
came up with the idea for starting aie
entirely student-run film series so students
could something fun to do on Tuesday.
nights.
Waggoner said the first season Or
Tinseltown Tuesdays took some time to,
build a following. A couple of movies saw:
vary snail crowds, but other nights WE
very reshusiastic audiences and the crowd:
was pretty stellar when the that season:
closed in May with the first "Back to the:.
Future." He said he hoped that after dii:
first bellihta gesso., weet-of-asoudi;
sal* beptaliesed weak to have steady:

Plenty was to be seen at the 4-H
Old lime los Cream Soda' and
Centennial Roundup Saturday at
Chestnut Pa*. In celebration of
100 years of 4-H, visitors could
make homemade los cream,see
animals and play games. Top,
Ella Roach,5, and Kenneth
Roach,2, both of Murray, visit
the animals. Bottom left, some
animals like Alex, pictured, Just
couldn't handle all the excitement and had to drop off for a
quisk nap. Bottom right, Matthew
Hale, 12, of Murray, plays. ladder toes game.
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Justice Dept. again fielding charges of politics
LARA JAMB
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Besieged during the Bush
administration for bending to
the White House's will, the
Justice Department is again
accused of playing politics
with cases — this time in
investigating whether CIA
inierrogaters iliseally abused
terror suspects.
The new charges were led
Sunday by former Vice
President Dick Cheney, who

called the preliminary Probe
ordered last week by
Attorney General Eric Holder
an "outrageous political act
that will do great damage.
long term."
"1 just think it's an outrageous precedent to set, to
have this kind of, I WA,
intensely partisan,linfideised
look beck at the pdar OrlaistratiOn," Chenerilidd
interview aired on "Pox
News Sunday."
Cheney lashed out at

Holder for what he called a
reverml of an earlier pledge
by President Barack Obama
not to pursue criminal
charges against CIA interrogators who sought information from terror suspects
about threats against the
United States.
Among the interrogation
methods allowed under the
Bush administration was
watedsoarding, which critics
call a form of torture that has
since been banned.

Cheney said the harsh tactics were used to save
Americans' lives in the wake
of Sept. 11 attacks.
"Now they get a little heat
from the left wing of the
Democratic
Party, and
they're reversing course on
that," Cheney said. Since
leaving office in January,
Cheney has become the
Democrats' top critic on
national security policies.

•See Page 2

the niovini wile Chase. by Wieginier, bin
Fish shot down a few choices that he didn't feel were "Tinsekown
'
iber. and had a few suggestions to make
the slate more diverse. For example, he
suggested putting a "girlie movie" on the
schedule, which ended up being 1986's
"Dirty Dancing."
Some of the movies on the schedule
were blockbusters when they were
released, others were more modest hits and
others ate known more as cult favorites.
Almost all were released in the 1980s or
early '90s,since Fish's original idea was to
sliow movies that college students might
not hiiire had the chance to see in theaters,'
either because they were too young at the
time or not born yet. Of course, that does-

See Page 2

Return of swine flu:
What's ahead for U.S.?
By LJWIIIAN NIIIPIGAARD
the world's population will have
AP Medical Writer
caught it.
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
"What we know is, it's brand
alarm sounded with two sneezy new and no one really has an
children in California in April. immunity to this disease,"
Just five months later, the Health and Human Services
never-before-seen swine flu has Secretary Kathleen Sebelius
become the world's dominant says.
strain of influenza, and it's putA lot depends on whether the
ting a shockingly younger face swine flu that simmered all
on flu.
summer erupts immediately as
So get ready. With flu's students crowd back into
favorite chilly weather fast schools and colleges — or holds
approaching. we're going to be off until millions of vaccine
a sick nation this fall. The big doses start arriving in midunknown is how sick. One in October.
five people infected or a worst
Only this week do U.S.
case — half the population? researchers start blood tests to
The usual 36,000 deaths from answer a critical question: How
flu or tens of thousands more?
many doses of swine flu vacThe
World
Health cine does it take to protect? The
Organization predicts that within two years, nearly one-third of II See Page 2

HAWKINS TEAGUE/Lodger & Times

MORNING FIRE: Responders from Calloway County Fire-Rescue Squad and the Callowipi
County Shertfrs Office finish up Monday morning after being at the scene of a fire on VVisweil
Road for about three hours. Agencies were reportedly called to the scene at approximately
3:50 a.m. No other information was immediately available.
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•Swine flu ...

Beitone

From Front
answer will determine whether

FREE HEARING TEST AT BELTONE OF MURRAY
"Managing Your Hearing Health"
Live digital image of human hearing,

TOUCH

many people need to line up for
two flu shots — one against
swine flu and one against the
regular flu — or three.
The hopeful news: Even with
no vaccine, winter is ending in
the Southern Hemisphere without as much havoc as doctors
had feared, a heavy season that
started early but not an overKYSEFI LOUGH/Ledger & Times
whelming one. The strain that HOT AUGUST SLUES: Thousands of music lovers attended
doctors call the 2009 HINI flu , the 20th anniversary Hot August Blues Festival last weekend
isn't any deadlier than typical at Kenlake State Resort Park in Aurora. In 2007, the festival
winter flu so far. Most people was selected as one of the state's Top 10 summer events by
recover without treatment; the Kentucky Tourism Council.
many become only mildly ill.
Importahtly, careful genetic
tracking shows no sign yet that
the virus is mutating into a
harsher strain.
"Dumb and Dumber" will play
We're used to regular flu that, From Front
Sept. 22; "The Last of the
sadly, kills mostly grandparents. n't apply to I954's Alfred Mohicans" will play Sept. 29;
But the real shock of swine flu
"Rear "Short Circuit" will play Oct. 6;
classic
Hitchcock
is that infections are 20 times Window" or 1958's "Vertigo,"
"An American Tale" will play
more common in the 5- to 24which played last semester.
Oct. 13; "Rear Window" will
year-old age group than in peo"I was ordered by Fish to have
ple over 65. That older genera- at least one Hitchcock a semes- play Oct. 20. Donnie Darko will
play Oct. 27; "Batman" will
tion appears to have some resistter," Waggoner said.
expoance, probably because of
There will be a movie every play Nov. 3; "Dirty Dancing"
vinises
simago
to
decades
sure
Tuesday at 7 p.m. except for the will play Nov. 13;"Apocalypto"
ilar to the new one.
week of fall break. There is no will play Dec. 1 and "National
Christmas
admission fee. "Gladiator" will Lampoon's
close
the
semesVacation"
will
play Sept. 8; "Revenge of the
Nerds" will play Sept. 15; ter on Dec. 8.
NOTICE
• The Murray Code
Enforcement Board will hold
a public hearing at 5 p.m.
wanted to restore the departTuesday at City Hall to
From Front
review property maintenance
ment's image and pride as a
citations.
it was an instance of rhetorical fiercely independent agency.
• The Murray Architectural justice for the former vice presiMatt
Justice spokesman
Review Board set for dent, who helped lead a White Miller declined Sunday to
Thursday has been can- House that was widely lambastrespond to Cheney's comments,
celed.
political med- pointing instead to earlier
ed
for
improper
• To report a Town Crier
dling at the nation's top law remarks Holder made in
Item call 753-1916.
enforcement agency. Former announcing the investigation.
Attorney General Alberto
At the heart of the new CIA
Gonzales — the one-time pri- probe is whether interrogators
City of Mturay employee Matt
vate attorney to George W. Bush overstepped even the wide latiMattingly
is
Director
of
— resigned in 2007 amid tude allowed in questioning ternot
City
Administration,
charges that prosecutorial and ror suspects under guidelines
City
The
Administrator.
personnel decisions at the approved by the Bush-era
Administrator's position is vacant,
Justice Department were driven Justice Department and, ultiaccording to City Clerk Hula
by politics.
mately, the Bush White House.
McClure. The ernw was made in a
Holder is a career prosecutor
Holder said he will not fticus
recent city-related story.
with political ties: He served as on interrogators who followed
deputy attorney general during the approved guidelines. Even
The Murray Ledger & Times
the Clinton administration and so, he said, "given all of the
strives to ensure accurate and fair
led the Obama campaign's information currently available,
reporting; however mistakes occaselection process for a vice pres- it is clear to me that this review
sionally occur. It is the Ledger's
policy to correct errors. To report
ident. Before taking the helm at is the only responsible course of
an mistake call 753-1916.
Justice this year, he said he action for me to take."

•Film festival ...

Breakthrough
New Technology
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Experience and Evaluate a
Remittable New Technology
Designed to be Practically
Invisible!

Small,smart & so comfortable

you'll forget its there.
• Revolutionary, virtually invisible in-the-ear
design
The look you'Want. the performance you need
Stays put - glasses, hair brushing and hats won't
knock it out of place
Custom Touch and Instant Touch available

Qualified candldiaMhe
asked to assess sound quality,
in-ear comfort and cosmetics.
The trial is FREE and there is no
obligation to buy.

Call 753-9558 or
1-866-773-4327 Now!
707 S. 12th St., Unit E• Murray,KY

2 DAYS
Thursday, Sept. 3• Friday, Sept. 4
Trade Up
To New
Technology
Bring in your old Instruments
and receirw up to $750 oft
he purchase oftwo new
Moe Homing AM instruments.
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Mark Your Calendar & Visi Us
Thursday, September 3rd &
Friday, September 4th
Call Today - Appointments are Limited!
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Serving you since /942•The Pleat and most Misted*awe in hoard/v.

MURRAY
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At Murray Woman's Clinic, the doctors, nurse

practitioners, nurses,
sonographers and other staff members are dedicated to guide you
through your pregnancy with ease and comfort. Most births are free of
complications and worry.
However, if difficulties arise, most can be treated right here at home,
without costly trips to specialty centers in Nashville or Louisville. With
270 combined years of physician experience, Murray Woman's Clinic
is qualified to provide the care that you may need, and is recognized as
an MGMA "Better Practice."
Board Certified OB/GYN practitioners can answer all of your questions.
Even i this is your first baby, you can relax knowing that Murray
Woman's Clinic is prepared to respond quickly and professionally to
any condition that may arise.
So, your delivery may not be our
first, but when the time comes, it's the
most important one for us, too.

of a lifetime
From our Ilfetigre of experience
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Mrs. Helen Dick Key

Mrs. Imogene Parrish Collins Malmo

'fhe funeral for Mrs. Helen Dick Key will be today (Monday) at
1 pin, in the chapel of Imes-Miller Funeral Home in Hazel. Bro.
J.M. Harris will officiate. Burial will follow in the Hazel Cemetery.
Visitation will be at Imes-Miller Funeral Home in Hazel from 11
a.m. to 12:45 p.m. today (Monday). Expressions of sympathy may
be made to Eddie Key, 1101 Circarama Dr., Murray. KY 42071 for
various organizations. Online condolences may be made at
www.imesmillercorn.
Mrs. Key, 78, Murray, died Friday, Aug. 28, 2009, at MurrayCalloway County Hospital. Her husband, Wallace Key. preceded her
in death. Born Nov. 5, 1930, she was the daughter of the late Dallas
Dick and Dell Dick. Survivors include one son, Eddie Key, Murray:
two daughters, Glenda Jennings and husband, William, Puryear,
Tenn., and Carolyn Byars and husband, Terry, Texas; one brother,
Harold Dick and wife, Margie, Ashdown,Ark.; seven grandchildren:
13 great-grandchildren.

The funeral for Mrs. Imogene Parrish Collins Kimbro will be
Tuesday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral
Home. Rev. Tom Mathis, Rev. John Denham, Rev. Sammy
Cunningham, Rev. Joey Adair, Rev. Bobby Edmonson and Rev. Hal
Barrow will officiate. Active pallbearers will be grandsons, Eugene
Collins, Cody Edmonson, Jason, Justin and Joey Kimbro, and
Michael Miller. Honorary pallbearers will be Dr. Brian Swain, Dr.
David Koelsch, Dr. Hollis Clark, Dr. William Holman, Kenny
Hargrove, Charlie Adams, Mike Anderson and Jack Sirls. Burial will
follow in the Barnett Cemetery. Visitation will be at the funeral
home from 4 to 9 p.m. today (Monday).
Online condolences may be made at www.yorkfuneralhome.com.
Mrs. Kimbro, 85, Murray, died Friday, Aug. 28, 2009 at 12:50
p.m. at Spring Creek Health Care. Born Nov. 18, 1923 in Calloway
County, she was a homemaker and member of Cherry Corner
Baptist Church.
Preceding her iii death were her parents, William Joseph Parrish
and Beulah Ethel Donelson Parrish; first husband, Finis Eugene
Collins. died Jan. 9, 1950; second husband, James Richard Kimbro.
died Nov. 5, 1986; one daughter, Glenda Sue Anderson; four sisters,
Zola Colson McKinney, Arnett Lamb, Euple Lamb and Lera
Cunningham; five brothers. Noel, Lornan, Jessie, Rupert and
Charlie Parrish; four infant brothers and sisters; one grandson.
Jeffrey Gene Kimbro; one great-grandchild and one great-greatgranddaughter; son in law, Lynn Edmonson, and several nieces and
nephews.
Survivors include three daughters, Evelena Edmonson, Martha
Sue Edmonson and husband, Rev. Bobby, and Sheila Patterson and
husband, Kirk, all of Murray; four sons, Alton Collins and wife,
Vim,Jimmy Dale Kimbro and wife, Anna, Jackie Gene Kimbro and
wife, Brenda, and Sammy Joe Kimbro and wife, Pam,all of Murray;
one son-in-law, Harold Anderson, Murray; 17 grandchildren; 25
great-grandchildrea and two great-great-grandchildren; several
nieces and nephews.

Mrs. Nelda T. (lioll) Monti
The funeral for Mrs. Nelda T. (Nell) Morrill will be Tuesday at
11 a.m. in the chapel of Blalock-Coleman and York Funeral Home.
Richard Adams will officiate. Burial will follow in the Coldwater
Church of Christ Cemetery. Visitation will be after 9:30 a.m.
Tuesday at the funeral home.
Online condolences may be made at www.yolicfuneralhome.com.
Mrs. Morrill, 77, Manhattan, Kan., formerly of Murray, died
Thursday, Aug. 27, 2009, at 2:10 a.m. at Mercy Regional Health
Center in Manhattan, Kan. Born December IS, 1931 in Coldwater
community, she was a graduate of Murray State University and a
member of University Christian Church in Manhattan, Kan.She was
preceded in death by her parents, Truman E. and Vila (Hill) Turner.
Survivors include her husband, James L Morrill, Jr., to whom she
was married Dec. 26, 1952; one daughter. Janna Tarbox and husband, Bus, Columbia, Mo.; four sons, James E. Morrill and wife,
Shirley, and Scott Moffill and wife, Melissa, all of Manhattan, Kan.,
Bruce Morrill and wife Ann, Stilwell, Kan., and John Morrill and
wife, Sharron. Overland Park, Kan.; 13 grandchildren and two greatgrandchildren.

kik*. Booloh law

Comte IN. Limed&
coat* W. Lamkin, 83, Paducah, formerly of Graves County,

died Sunday, Aug. 30, 2009, at 7 a.m. at his home.
He was a member of Lone Oak First Baptist
The funeral for Mrs. Beulah Kline will be Tuesday at 3 p.m. in
Church, retired from Illinois Central Railroad with
the chapel of Heritage Family Funeral Home. Bro. Richard Holt will
39 years of service; graduate of1Lowes High School
officiate. Grandsons will be pallbearers and great-grandsons will be
honorary pallbearers. Burial will follow in the Murray Memorial
in 1948. served in United Stales Marines during
Gardens. Visitation will be after 10 a.m. Tuesday at the funeral
World War 11 in South Pacific, avid golfer for 43
home. Online condolences may be made at www.imesmillercom.
years, active in softball and baseball for many
Mrs. Kline, 87, Murray, formerly of Worden, Ill., died Friday,
years, coaching many teams and worked with
Aug. 28, 2009 at 5:14 p.m. at her residence. She was a member of
Mayfield/Graves County baseball/softball organiChristian Liberty Fellowship and American Legion Auxiliary.
zation.
Preceding her in death were her first husband, Lawrence Franklin
Survivors include his wife, June Davidson
Lamkin
Kinsey, her second husband, Leo W. Kline, one daughter, Mary
Lamkin, to whom he had been married for 61 years;
Elizabeth Kinsey, three brothers, James Wesley, Paul and Carl
two daughters, Donna Wear, Paducah and Connie
Hicks; two sisters, Geveva Bonnie Byrd and Violet Deannie Bowes
Lamkin, LaCenter; one son, Ricky I-MEM Murray;
and one grandson, Rick Holt. Born July 20, 1922, she was the
two grandsons:, Matt Wear, Milan, Tenn., and Adam
daughter of the late William Coty Hicks and Mrry Lucinda Brown
Lamkin, Murray; one sister, Cloteen Wooley
Hicks. Survivors include two sons, Larry Douglas Kinsey and wife,
McAlpin, Folsomdale; two brothers, Robert Lamkin,
Linda, Worden, and John Wesley Kinsey and wife, Barbara, Paducah, and Wilford Lamkin. Little Rock, Ark.; several cousins,
Shawneetown. Ill.; three daughters, Geanie Louise Middleton and nieces and nephews.
husband, Ralph, Edwardsville, Ill., Carol Lynn Holt and husband,
Preceding him in death were his parents, Doffis and Eva Going
Richard, Almo, and Janice Ann Eisele and husband, Gus, Cave In
three brothers, Dalton, Charles and Jack Lamkin, and sonLamkin:
Rock, Ill.; two sisters, Lillian Louise Baird, Almo, and Barbara
Wear.
Hugh
in-law,
Aileen Kilbury, Ellington, Mo.; 16 grandchildren; 34 great-grandwill be Tuesday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of Milner
funeral
The
ren.
children; two great-great-grandchild
and Orr Funeral Home of Paducah with Revs. Jeff Wallace and Bob
Martin officiating. Burial will follow in the Liberty Cemetery at
Mrs. Vicky Joyce Futrell
the funeral home after 5 p.m. today
Mrs. Vicky Joyce Futrell, 55, Calvert City, died Saturday, Aug. Folsomdale. Visitation will he at
(Monday).
29, 2009. at 3:45 p.m. at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
Expfession of sympathy may be made to St. Jude Children's
She was a retired office manager for Allwood Manufacturing and
501 St. Jude Place, Memphis,TN. 38105. You may light a
Hospital,
the
was
She
City.
Calvert
Church,
Baptist
First
of
member
was a
or
candle
leave a message of sympathy wwwmilnerandorr.com.
daughter of the late Glen Watkins and Betty K. Murphy Watkins.
daughters,
Survivors include her husband, Robert L. Futrell; two
Meli3sa Hope Futrell-Birdsong and husband, Chris, Almo, and
Robyn Renee' Futrell, Paducah; two sisters, Judy lrvan, Calvert
City, and Glenda Thomas, Beulah, N.D.; one grandson, Robert
Tristen West, Calvert City. A graveside service will be Tuesday at 1
p.m. at the Calvert City Cemetery. Visitation will be at Collier
Funeral Home, Benton, from 5 to 8 p.m. today (Monday).
For BEST
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Calvert City Lions Club,
RESULTS
P.O. Box 702, Calvert City, KY 42029.

Taxpayers getting bail out
money back with interest
WASHINGTON(AP)-The
U.S. government has hauled in
about $4 billion in profits from
large banks that have repaid
their obligations from last year's
federal bailout, The New York
Times reported Sunday.
Last September, Federal
Ben
Chairman
Reserve
Bcrnanke and then-Treasury
Paulson
Henry
Secretary
pressed congressional leaders
for legislation authorizing a
$700 billion financial bailout of
some of the nation's largest
financial institutions, which
were in danger of collapsing.
The bill was signed into law in
October.
Critics of the bailout were
concerned that the Treasury
Department would never see a
return on its investment. But the
government has already claimed
profits from eight of the biggest
banks.
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The Times cited government
profits of $1.4 billion front
Goldman Sachs, $1.3 billiort
from Morgan Stanley and $41t
million from American Express-.:
It also listed five other banks
Northern Trust, Bank of New
York Mellon, State Street, US'
Bancorp and BB&T-that eack
returned profits between $10ft
•
million and $334 million.
The government has also colt
lected about $35 million in profl
its from 14 smaller banks, the
Times reported.
Federal investments in sornii
other banks, including CitigrouP
and Bank of America, are still 114
question, and the governmeris
could still lose much of thoi
money it spent to bail out insui-:
America;
company
ance
International Group, mortga0
lenders Fannie Mac and Freddie
Mac, and automakers Gener41
Motors and Chrysler.
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Beule(Bubby)Scott Jr., 57, Benton, died Sunday, Aug. 30, 2009,
at 1:36 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. He worked in
autobody repair. He was the son of the late Bud Scott Sr. and the
Eula Lee Higgins Scott. One sister, Maxine Bolos, also preceded
hint in death. Survivors include one son, Jeremy Buele Scott,
Le&ington; six stepchildren; two sisters, Gracie Lee Henson, Hardin.
and Marsha Gail Scott, Benton. Burial will be in the Morland
Ceirdetery, Gilbertsvillc. Collier Funeral Home of Benton is in
charge of arrangements.
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retrieve the latest Information on III of our listings:
Lake front/3 bedroom, 2 bath - TEXT:79564 to 11730
Farm House and land in Calloway/Graves - TEXT:79564 to 86121
Elegant home - 4 bedroom, 3 bath, west of Town TEXT: 79564 to 83662
4 bedroom, 21/2 bath,6 car garage in Murray city limits TEXT:79564 to 19377

Hear Today...Save Today!
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New In Town:
CENTURY 21 Loretta Jobs Realtors

Both (Bobby) Scott Jr.

•
•
•
•
7.

4-5 bedroom, 3 bath, rec room, small acreage near lake TEXT:79564 to 13616
Near golf course, 3-4 bedroom - TEXT:79564 to 1306
Garden room, garage and workshop, West of Gatesborough TEXT: 79564 to 46761
Step down living room, fireplace, county west - TEXT: 79564 to 562
You can finish this county home to your specs, additional acreage TEXT: 79546 to 55552
Near University, 3 bedroom, 2 bath, fenced yard - TEXT: 79546 to 7406
Updated city home, 3 bedroom, 2 bath, established neighborhood TEXT: 79546 to 84622
Rec room with sunken hot tub, fireplace, North city TEXT: 79546 to 74556
Multi-zoning/4 bedroom, 2 bath, investment - TEXT: 79546 to 50528
Rustic cabin, additional acreage, adjacent to lake TEXT: 79546 to 88565
Commercial, B4 Zoning, Business District - TEXT: 79546 to 22825
Commercial, neighboring strip center and bank - TEXT: 79546 to 93122
Investment property, good price, 100% occupancy TEXT: 79546 to 27952
Rebecca Landoit 270-293-3155• Connie Austin 270-227-0794
David Poynor 270-293-0531 • Scott Owens 270-559-1092
301 N. 12th St. • Murray, KY
University Square

, 753-1492
Loretta Jobs Realtors

www.century21.com
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GOP and Democrats
behind fiscal suicide
Remember when the deficit
was so bad that Democrats said
we (or moie accurately the
Republicans) were placing a
terrible burden on our grandchildren?
That was several trillion dollars ago. Democrats now appear
perfectly fine with extending the
growing deficit and national
debt to their great-grandchildren.
Perhaps politicians think they
will never be held accountable
three generations from now
because they won't be around
to explain to those not yet
born why they refused to stop
our financial hemorrhaging.
The Obama administration
forecast a 10-year budget deficit
projection of more than $7.1
trillion, but when confronted
with figures from the pesky
and bipartisan Congressional
Budget Office, the administration was forced this week to
raise that projection to approximately $9 trillion.
That's $9,000,000,000,000
dollars. For most of us who
think a $1.000 deposit in our
checking accounts is a large
amount and a $1,000 credit
card balance is too much, $9
trillion is a figure that is almost
beyond comprehension. It is certainly beyond defensible.
To borrow a phrase used
in another context by the House
leadership, it is un-American.
The philosophy of government under both parties can
be boiled down to two
acronyms: ATM and ASM -always take more and always
spend more.
Who is clamoring for more
laws to be passed, more programs to be started and more
money to be spent? Let's find
him and lock him up for caur
financial security.
One answer is to be found
in a new book by investigative reporter, educator and
columnist Martin Gross. Gross
summarizes in an easy to read
and understandable style how
and why government has failed
its citizens.
The book, to be released
Sept. 1, is called "National
Suicide: How Washington is
Destroying the American Dream
from A to Z."
In addition to listing some
of the more outrageous pork
projects that are now wellknown to anyone who has been
paying attention ($107,000 to
study the sex life of the Japanese quail; $150,000 to study
the Hatfield-McCoy feud are
just two examples on a long
list), Gross touches on even
bigger and squally outrageous
expenditort
The Alternative Minimum

Tax, which
he says is
"based on an
accounting
lie,"
will
cost taxpayers $1 trillion over the
next
10
years. America,
he
writes, Thoughts
spends $700 By Cal Thomas
billion a year
Syndicated
on various
Columnist
welfare programs, amounting to $65,000
for each poor family of four,
yet we still have the poor with
us. Both political parties, Gross
charges, secretly encourage illegal immigration (the Democrats for votes, the Republicans
for cheap labor)and then reward
the immigrants' children with
automatic U.S. citizenship.
Gross has discovered 1,000
duplicate programs that waste
billions.
The Bush administration's
signature education issue, "No
Child Left Behind," has left
behind a lot of misspent money:
$24 billion per year, according to Gross, even as primary
and secondary education "continue to spiral downward."
Medicare and Medicaid
waste $150 billion a year dealing with doctor and hospital
fraud; $45 billion a year is
wasted on "improper" payments
and even more on "unnecessary agencies."
The Des Moines Federal
Home Loan Bank funded
research, Gross writes, that
found 1,399 government programs handling disappearing
rural areas.
If you haven't vented enough
this summer at your local town
hall meeting,this book will keep
your blood pressure up and
your motivation to do something about overspending high
into the next election.
Publisher's Weekly wrote in
its review: "A fiery A-Z compendium of government peed,
chicanery, and plain incompetence. Gross enjoys a good
rant, but his criticism are sound
and well-supported."
Gross does more than just
list government's sins.
He offers a solution on "How
to Better Govern America.' If
ever there was a must-read for
people who are sick of the
way government operates, this
is it.
(Direct all MAIL for Cal
Thomas to: Tribune Media Services, 2225 Kenmore Ave., Suite
114, Buffalo, N.Y. 14207. Readers may also e-mail Cal Thomas
at tmseditors@tribune.com.

Cars

Opinions expressed on the Forum page do
not necessarily reflect the editorial opinion of the
Murray Ledger & Times.
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tatus quo on health care will hurt both parties
WASHINGTON (AP) —
With hopes growing ever dimmer for a bipartisan accord,
White House and Democratic
leaders are considering a wide
range of strategies for getting
a health care bill passed when
Congress returns from its summer recess.
Insiders say it's impossible
to confidently predict which
plan, if any, will prevail after
Lawmakers return the day after
Labor Day. Will Democrats simply try to roll over minority
Republicans. Will they try such
uncertain paths as asking moderate Democrats, or perhaps a
retiring Republican, to let a
bill reach the Senate floor even
if they plan to vote against it.
A truly bipartisan bill would
draw significant numbers of
House and Senate Republicans,
and it surely would be among
the least-ambitious scenarios
under discussion. It might
include widely supported measures such as barring insurers
from refusing to cover pre-existing medical conditions, and
allowing people to carry their
insurance from job to job. But
To the Editor
Everywhere we turn these
days we see reports of industries in trouble or seeking a
stimulus package.
A major exception is the
American wireless market. In
2008 there were 270 million
wireless customers in the United States.
These wireless customers
used 2.2 trillion minutes and
sent 1 trillion text messages,
utilizing 620 different handsets. This is one industry
where we have competition and
diversity of products.
The tremendous use of wireless technology has been driven by a continuous flow of
innovative products and rate
structures driven by a highly
competitive free market.
The result of the free market pressures has resulted in a
decrease in wireless rates of
89% since 1984.
Over the last two years we
have also seen a decrease of
70% in text message cost.
In an environment where
most companies have drastically cut their investments, we
see a different story among
wireless carriers.
Wireless carriers are still
investing billions of dollars to
provide the consumer with the
latest wireless technology.
The investments by the
companies are designed to provide improved quality and new
capabilities for their customers,
the American people and companies.
The wireless industry is an
example of the success of the
government letting the market
dictate the services and pricing.

the budget could be challenged
and possibly subjected to the
60-vote threshold.
By CHARLES BABBINGTON
Because it is complex, unpredictable and divisive, reconcilit would not include a public
Even if the negotiations col- iation is unpopular with many
insurance option, hefty subsi- lare, it's possible that a tiny Democrats, not to mention
dies to help the poor buy insur- number of GOP senators will Republicans. But Capitol insidance and other priorities of the join nearly all the Democrats ers say Democratic leaders will
left.
in passing a bill that includes use it before accepting fullA Democrats-only strategy most of Obama's priorities.
blown defeat, and some see it
presumably would produce she
But they would face enor- as the likeliest outcome.
most
robust, far-reaching mous pressure not to break ranks
The first key is to get the
changes to the health care sys- and provide the et-06AI 60th vote House and Senate to pass their
tem. Liberals say that if Repub- to overcome an otherwise solid own bills, even if they differ
licans won't play ball, there's GOP opposition.
widely.
no point in compromising the
And if they did, the resultThe Senate version probaagenda Obama campaigned for, ing bill still would be seen as bly would be more constrained
including a public insurance a Democratic creation, under- than the House version, in order
option and coverage for near- mining its acceptance by many to attract enough GOP support
ly all Americans.
Americans.
to overcome filibusters.
Even if the Senate passed
If they're willing to play
Passing no bill at all would
a bill with Democratic votes true hardball, Senate Democ- severely wound °fauna's image,
only, conservative
House rats still could pass a health exasperate liberals and drag
Democrats might band with care bill without amassing 60 Congress' reputation for effecRepublicans to reject it as too votes on some contentious tiveness lower.
expensive.
points.
The political fallout might
A Democrats-only approach
The "reconciliation" process be hard to predict, however.
would fuel Republican accusa- lets the 100-member Senate pass The blame for failing to mak
tions of heavy-handed over- budget-related items, under tight even modest improvements td .
reaching by Obama and his restrictions, with a simple U.S. health care might stic
allies. But it would energize majority of votes. But items to Republican critics as wel
the president's liberal base.
that arguably are unrelated to as Democrats.

AP NEWS ANALYSIS

ees to live healthy lifestyles
which would in turn lows
healthcare costs across th*
bmed
To.ashact and keep quiditi
which would ensure Kentuck- physicians in rural areas likt
the First Congressional Distri.
ians receive the care and treatof Kentucky, we nes1110ref
ment they need at a cost they
our medical nutlpobtice
s
can afford. My plan would
to help control the cost of '
improve the efficiency and
insurance, whi
transparency of our healthcare practice
increases
costs
for patients.
system without burying future
I
am
also
proposing 9e
generations under a mountain
reauthorize important medictl
of debt.
To ensure all Americans have student loan repayment praccess to quality healthcare, I grams in order to attract healtLpropose providing refundable care professionals to many
tax credits to individuals and areas.
While I have many id4is
families to purchase insurance.
for
improving our natio s
I also believe we need to establish a new premium assistance healthcare system, I also w t
program to aid low-income indi- to hear from residents of c
viduals in their insurance costs. First Congressional District lin
To empower Americans to this healthcare debate.
For this reason, I have br
take ownership over their
traveling
across the District tit
healthcare plans, 1 plan to promonth...
to discuss healthcare
pose allowing individuals and
with
thousands
of constituents
groups to purchase health insurI know many Kentuckians have
ance across state lines, as well
as creating a new online data concerns over the healthcare
base in order to allow patients proposals being debated iti
l\
to track insurance prices to get Washington and I look forwarc'
to answering questions and disthe best deal possible.
cussing different ideas to
I recognize that many small
business owners would like to improve our nation's health-,
care system.
be able to purchase health insurTo see a full list of my healthance for their employees, but
care principles, please visit my !
simply cannot afford it.
website at whitfield.house.gov.
I believe we need to proAs Congress moves forward
vide small businesses with the
working to enact healthcare
tools they need to purchase
reform legislation, 1 will coninsurance for their employees
tinue to advocate for the proby allowing them to band
visions in the proposal I have
together and negotiate with
laid out and v.ork to preserve.
insurers to get better deals for
patient choice while lowering
coverage.
costs.
Furthermore. I propose we
Sincerely,
encourage businesses to proU.S. Representative
vide incentives to their employEd Whitfield

OUR READERS
WRITE
Americans are the winner
in this case. None of us want
to return to the "good old
days" when the government regulated every aspect of our
telecommunications environment.
This is one place where
we don't need change, if the
change is coming from the
government.
Dir. James Gantt, PhD
Center for Telecommunications Systems Management,
Murray State University
To the Editor,
This summer, Congress has
been considering a variety of
proposals to overhaul our
nation's healthcare system. Like
many Kentuckians, I believe
we need to enact comprehensive healthcare reform legislation which will increase access
to quality healthcare and services while lowering costs for
all Americans.
However, I fear the healthcare bill recently passed by
the House Energy and Commerce Committee, on which I
serve, is not the way to do it.
I oppos...0 this legislation as
I am concerned it could decrease
the quality of care Kentuckians receive, hamstring small
business owners in the midst
of an economic recession and
increase the already sky-high
national debt.
Recently, I rolled out my
"10 Steps for A Healthier America," a package of proposals
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COMMUNITY
mancial Peace session
heduled at Hope Harbor

IMO.Ladles Golf

Financial Peace University will begin
classes on Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. at Hope
Harbor Church, 2771 St. Rt. 94 East,
Murray. This life-changing program teaches
families and individuals how to handle their
money through common-sense principles and
small group accountability.
For more information or to register costact Jason Klotz at 759-8573 or e-mail
fan_of_enoch@yahoo.com.

Jo's
•

OW: jcburkeenOnturrayledget.au

MTS Class 'plans reunion

Murray Training School Class of 1954 will
Buttatin
have its 55-year reunion on Sunday, Sept. 6, at
ommunity
2:30 p.m. at the home of Melvin and Rita
Editor
Henley. For more information call 293-1908.

Sixteen ladies were at Kenlake
State Resort Park to play in the
Kenlake State Park Ladies Golf
League on Wednesday, Aug. 28.
Winners were Daisy Durcham,

•

Danctte Weawver, Kay Norman
and Wanda Suit Cr.
Pat Beadles won closest to the
hole on number 8.
Other players wer Mary

Madajczyk, Sherri Bailey.
Rhonda Phumphey, Evelyn
Blivins, Joann Welsch, Betty
Judah, Janet Brown. Priscilla
Holt, Gayle Weaver, Jean Vance

and Ina Horton.
All lady golfers are invited to
play with t he group on
Wednesday at 8:30 a.m. at
Kenlake State Resort Park.

Peggy Shoemaker.
The ladies
will meet
Wednesday. Sept. 2, at 9 a.m. for
a scramble play with Patsy
Oakley, hostess, and the following line-up:
Hole #1 - Vickie Baker, Peggy
Shoemaker, Susan Johnson:
Hole # 4 - Patsy Green, Freda

Steely, Marcia Beam;
The Nine Hole Golfers will be
formed at the tee.
If you are not signed up to
play. please come and you will
be placed on a team at the Tee.

Ladles of Mom Cowin Clol
The ladies of the Murray
Country Club played golf on
Wednesday, Aug.26.
Winners were as follows:
Championship Flight - Debbie
Nixon, first, Betty Jo Purdom,
second:
First
Flight
Peggy
Shoemaker, first, Freda Steely,

second;
Second Flight - Susan
Johnson, first. Patsy Green and
Marcia Beam, tied for second;
Nine
Holers
Gayle
Blackburn,first, Pat Miller, second:
Chip Ins - Linda Burgess,
Susan Johnson, Ve Severns.

ngel Alert issued
Calloway County Family Resource Center has issued an angel
it for a washing machine for a family. Anyone having one to
nate is asked to call the center at 762-7333.

Hickory Woods
Retirement Center

HAPPENINISS

Screenings to be this week
Health Express will offer osteoporosis screenings, blood pressure
and pulse checks on Tuesday from 8:3010 11:30 a.m. at Save-A-Lot,
Murray; on Wednesday from 8:3010 11:30 a.m. and 12:301 o 3 p.m.
at Office Depot, Murray.

Support group will meet
Death of a Parent Support Group will meet tonight(Monday) at
7 p.m. For more information contact Stephanie Cunningham at 7536646.

TOPS meeting Tuesday
Murray Chapter of TOPS i11616 will meet Tuesday from 9 to 10
a.m. at First Christian Church. Visitors are welcome. For information call Sheila at 227-1723.

Bingo planned Thiesday
Knights of Columbus will hold Bingo Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. at the
KC hall on Squire Road, Murray. The public is invited.
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Al-Anon meeting Tuesday
Al-Afton will meet Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. at First United
Methodist Church. Enter from the rear door located near the playground. The only requirement is that there be a problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or friend.

Murray Singles will meet
Murray Singles will meet Tuesday at 7 p.m. in the annex of the
Calloway County Public Library. For more information call Pat at
489-2909.

Photo provided
FUNDRAISER HELD: The Calloway County High School Cheerleaders and Applebee's had
a Flapjack Fundraiser on Saturday, Aug. 22. More than 350 people supported the cheerleaders and enjoyed breakfast with the cheerleaders working as hostesses and wait staff. Pictured
are Applebee's manager Greg Bryant and the 2009-2010 Calloway County High School cheerleaders.

Ladles et the elks

Youth Swim team plans recruitment
Murray-Calloway County Youth Swim Team is open to all chi',
dren, ages 5-18. Evalu.Ations will be Monday at 3:30 p.m. and
Wednesday at 5:15 p.m. at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Wellness Center Pool. Swimmers need to be able to swim the length
of the pool using any stroke. Swimmers need to have bathing suit on
(one piece for girls) and bring goggles and a towel. Enter the pool
through the back entrance of the center. For infonnation call Julie
Santiago at 873-2197.

DES Rescue Squad to meet
Calloway County DES Rescue Squad will meet Tuesday at 7
p.m. at the Rescue Squad building, 95 Spruce St., Murray. The date
has been changed due to the Labor Day holiday on first Monday.

Code Enforcement Board to meet
The Murray Code Enforcement Board will hold a public hearing
on Tuesday at 5 p.m. in the City Hall Council Chambers,located on
the second floor at the building at 104 North 4th St., to review property maintenance citations. All interested persons are invited. For
information contact the City Clerk's office at 762-0330.

Fundraiser for MSU Rowers planned
Two hour dance classes will be held at the Carr Health Dance
Studio Second Floor. Murray State University, on five Tuesdays
starting Tuesday, Sept. I. and continuing each Tuesday through
Sept. 29. The time will be from 6 to 8 p.m. each Tuesday. This will
be a fundraiser for the Murray State University Rowers. For more
information call 809-6994 or 1-731-445-0080.

Fort Heiman Camp will meet
Fort Heiman Camp 1834 of the Sons of Confederate Veterans
will meet tonight(Monday)at 7 p.m. in the conference room of the
east end of First United Methodist Church. Any person who has
Confederate ancestors and the True history of the Southern cause is
invited to attend. For more information call Barry Grogan at 4362602 or Sandy Forrest at 753-9688.

The; Ladies of the Oaks
Country'Club held their regularly
scheduled golf
on
Wednesday, Aug.26. A
scramble was played with 15
players. The following winners
were announced by the hostesses, Patsy Woodall- and
Edwina Bucy:
# 1 - Belinda Elliott, Shirley
Jenstrom and Bronda Parker
(First Place )
# 2 - Patsy Woodall. Edwina
Patsy Neale
Bucy and
(Second Place)
#3 - Cynthia Darnall, Judy
Hooper and Dot
Finch
(Third Place)
The
Tri-State
Golf
Tournament will be held at the
Oaks Country Club (270-7536454) on Sept. 2. Registration
will be at 8 a.m. and Shotgun
Start at 9 a.m. Players may
bring your own carts. LaJeanna
Thornton is chairperson (270759-9208).
The regular golf play will not
be held on Wednesday.
Tuesday night golf play winners were announced by
Edwina Bucy as follows:
First Place: Mary Houston.
Debbie Dick, Extra Shot taken

Second Place: Judy Hooper, held with the meat being furCynthia Darnall, Edwina Bucy
nished.
Reservations are
The final Tuesday night golf necessary and may be made by
play will be Tuesday, Sept. 1, at calling 753-6454 to sign up.
5:30 p.m. A potluck will be

8 presidents,4 wars and 1 owner later...
- is still here!

Call

Mirk VIPLION

by Anoka Peeler
Music. music. music!! We have stayed
inside in the cool this week and enjoyed
all kinds of different music.
We appreciate Otis Elkins. Ralph
Ragsdale. Jimmy Henson. Bob Ellis,
Larry When and Bill Miller entertaining us with some good ole country
music It was just like the old days when
we sat around in our living room and
"played and sang." As a matter of fact.
some of these guys played and sang with
my family when I was a child. Ralph
Ragsdale was part of the country band
that my mother and lather played in.
They were called the "Rhythm
Ramblers." Years ago ihe Murray DriveIn would have live bands that performed
in-between movies And they played ori
top of the concession !stand. That was
really interesting getting on top of the
building with your guitars! Those are
still really good memories.
We only had one birthday this month
— mine! The strawberry cake that
Brenda Green provided was wonderful!
I'll have to watch those triglycendes
next week. I received sonic great gifts
troin all the employees that I really
appreciate.
Cathy Culbert came and played the
accordion for us this week. We love the
way she plays and she makes it look so
easy (but we know its not).
Mitzi and Jenise came up with a new
—top 10" game that we played this week.
It was really fun and a nice change from
some of the other games we play
Next week were heading out to
Breivra's for a hamburger and milkshake.
Vice:re looking forward to what Jenne
anil Mitzi have lined up for us.
...Nothiog the looks orfeeh like home
bat we come close
54 Utterback Rd. • Murray, Ky
Mane: 12701 754-8700 • 1-886-231-5014
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Heritage Solutions for all your
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$6.30 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
(All .3 Ails Must Run Within 6 Day Peritxl
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday(Shopping Guide)
$8-23 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words $30 each
Additional Consecutive Days:$.12 per word per day.
.35 extra for Smart Saver(Mon. Classifieds go into Smart Saver)
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1b Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Ashley Morris
Oft stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.• Fax:7534927
In Memory
Nein

LAURA UNDERWOOD

Make

11011111ISS & SERVICE DIREC

May 14, 1967 - Aug.31, 2008

IMMEDIATE OPENING

If tears could build
a stairway
And memories
were a lane
We would walk right
up to heaven
And bring you back
again.

NEED EXTRA CASH'
• Mminial Hours • MontWy

Our lives have changed forever
Fora big part of us died that day
Our hearts still ache in sadness
And secret tears still flow
What it meant to lose you
No one can ever know.
Since you'll never be forgotten
We pledge to you today
A hallowed place within our hearts
Is where you'll always stay.
Love ForeiAer,
Mom, Dad, Andy & Roger
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NOTICE
Advertisers are
requested to check
the first insertion of
their ad for any
emir. Murray Ledger
& Times will be
responsible for only
one ificorrect insertion. Any error
should be
reported knmediatiely so corrections can
be mode.
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their
own
risk.
Although persons and
companies mentioned
herein are believed to
be reputable, The
Murray Ledger &
Times, nor any of its
employees accept any
responsibility whatsoever for their activities.
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Brandon
(270)3484413

LOOKINC for roommate near the lake
$125 month
270-293-4234

LOST; Solid black long
hair female cat. llyrs
old'Last seen 8-25 on
Carol Dr. Name Is
Abbe, no collar & is
declawed. Please call
Kelly at 753-8940 or
227-5537.

AVON part time help
needed. $1,800 bonus
Oesh opportunity.
931-627-1676
BABYSITTER needed.
References are
required. Call for
details. 293-1973
CDL Drivers Wanted.
Looking for serious
individuals who are
able to follow policies
and procedures to
support organization's
goals and values.
Must have dedication
to work hard and be
committed to customer service. Some
holiday work is
required. Good pay,
401K plan and insurance are available.
Individual will be
required to pass DOT
physical and random
drug screening. Must
have a clean MVR
and good driving
record. Serious individuals should stop by
our office and fill out
an application at: 414
Jimtown Road,
Mayfield, KY.
DO you love working
with kids?
Wee Care Enterprises
may be just the place
for you! Full time and
part time positions
available.
Apply at.
Woe Care
109 S. 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-5227
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Avoid inflationary cost.

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT

Lock in price; sitigle pay or
payment plan.

Little Creek Nursery McMonnvIle. TN 7 Openings
10/01/200910 07/01/2010 KY #0384999
Heartland Hyde Benton KY 3 Openings
11/01/2009 to 09/01/2010 TN #5798175
Hale A Hines Nursery McMinnville TN 12 Openings
Wage $8 00/S8 29 HR 54 contract hours guaranteed
all tools and equip Al no charge Housing provided for
those beyond commuting at no cost Transportation
and subsistence pay after 50% of contract completed
Transport daily to worksite Apply for this ph at the
nearest office of state workforce agency in this state
Using lob order numbers above with a copy of this
advertisement Subpect to random drug test at employ
era cost

"

RN — Full Time — Days M — F
RN — Full Time- Afternoons M F
We offer competitive wages and an excel
benefit package. Must be licensed in the
State of Kentucky.
Apply In person at Britthaven of Benton
2807 Mein Street Benton, KY 42025
EOE/AAE

-iorgaok
Britthaven of Benton now has a full-ti
housekeeping/laundry position.
Must be able to work days, afternoons

and weekends.
Apply in person at
Britthaven of Benton
2607 Main Street Benton, KY
No phone calls please EOE/AAE

(timliaktFAINHOME
.
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Low Prices
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()rather() Farm & Homes has opening for a
Assistant klansger Assistant Responsibilities
include tire shop duties, freight handling and all
aspects of customer service. This position
offers flexible hours, competitive salary,
comprehensive benefits and valuable growth
potential. Apply online at www.orschelnfarmhome.com E.O.E. Company-wide
Managment Opportunities viewable online!

RETIRED BUT NOT EXPIRED
I am looking for a man or woman who is
looking for an opportunity to help families
in your community. FULL FRINGE
BENEFITS am available.
Call Tom Jonas at 270-293-3771.

201 S. 3rd • Murray, KY 42071

753-7890 •8 a.m.-8 p.m.

itrrv isam.lkorrn !vac.. Owners

*MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENTS*

contiol, restorative nursing and weight
management

Apply In person at BrItthavon of Benton
2607 Main Street Hwy 641 South
Benton, KY 42025.
No phone calls please.
EOE/AAE
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When accessing the
"help wanted" section
on our classifieds
webpage at
mumtyledges.com.
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.com
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However. as a national
website. not all listings
on the jobnetwork.com
arc placed through
the Murray Ledger
At Times. Please call
have any
usif you regarding
questions;
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you.
Farm Equipment
Dealer is seeking a
Transportation
Coordinator. This
position will be
responsible for supervising the dispatch,
billing, and record
maintenance of fleet.
Basic computer and
communication skills
needed. Submit
resume to: recruitOhutsoninc.com or
send to: Human
Resource Dept., 1201
Fulton Road, Mayfield
KY 42066.
FIRST Presbyterian
Church in Paris, TN is
looking for a part-time
accompanist. Organ &
piano skills required.
Competitive
salary.
Please send resume
to: P.O. Box 107, Pans,
TN 38242 or e-mail to:
fpcparisOcharterinternetcom

HANDYMAN/
Maintenance
man/
Driver. Good driving
record, good with
hands & experience
with lawn care. Start at
minimum wage
752-0201

PART-TIME
church
secretary. Mon-Fn. 25
weekly
hours
in
Proficiency
Microsoft office programs required. Send
First
resume
Presbyterian Church.
1601 Main St. Murray,
KY 42071.
270-753-6460.
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NICK MCCLURE

DISCLAIMER

LOOKING for
hairdresser in new
hair salon. Call at 7535042 or 978-0177

Britthaven of Benton is currently taking
applications for an Administrative Nurse.
The applicant must have the following
qualifications. RN - licensed in the state of
Kentucky and have at least 2 years LTC
experience. Duties will include but are not
limited to OA programs to include infection
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Ron Sank)- Local Agent
Phone(270)759-1565
Coll (270)210-2533
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THANKS FOR
YOUR BUSINESS
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Practical Dental
Assisting
Registration is now
open class begins on
Sept 12, 2009.
Classes are scheduled
on Saturdays for 11
weeks, allowing you to
keep your present job
while you gain skills for
a rewarding career.
Most dental assistants
have evenings, weekends, and holidays off.
Information and registration forms available
a
www.bohlediontalco
m or call our office
270-442-0256
Financing Available
Enrollment is Limited!
part-time
SEEKING
youth director. Is God
leading you toward
youth ministry? If so
Zion
Baptist
call
Chuch. 436-4654 or
email
us
at
tap0wk.net
111M-Tnilldarre

HOUSECLEANING
270-293-5806

MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
769.3556

Aides
For Side

nolimen

t',/i 11 1 10)V,
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Buy
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.

WAHL)[AKIN'.

GOOD used carpeting,
air cond., elec. baseboard & gas heaters,
elec. range, refrigerator, storm windows,
etc.753-4109

(270)753-1713
DADDY'S
TOP SOIL

Best the county has
Call Terrell Tidwes
Arades
For fleis

753-9075
270 227-2193

APPLES. Old Murray
Paris Rd. Eldridge
753-2579

SPECIAL!!!
f hi!, 1S 1
t,otilt1
for ONLY St.0-,i
pet month

tip to 20 words
( 2 70)751 1916
IMPRESSIVE, large
mounted, authentic
buffalo head. Paid
$1.600. Will take best
offer. 436-5400.

r Nob.

TOP quality
consignment furniture,
accessories and
antiques.
Reed Interiors
603 Main St.
753-6361

subscribe to Ma

LEDGER &TIMES
Home Delivery
Local Mail
(os...")
3 me.
3m......-.
6m..
I yr.----HISAO 6 mo.
I Yr- ----SUM
Rest ot KY/TN
(miry. a, Itanan

AN Other Mall
Soloalptisas
3 am.- —
670.50 3 ma -----11751/16
590.09 6 ono --PM
'S.---1 yr...----$120.00 I yr.
.--$145111
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I Check
1

Money Order

Visa

WC

Name

111RilINflOaUy
I St Address
ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors. 436-5235.
227-6004
BUYING old U.S. Coin
Paying
collections.
Blue Book value.
293-6999

City
State

r ,
I
Purple
hull
peas,
sweet corn & green
beans Call to place
order. 753-4802 Mark
Paschall

1
1

•

Zip

Daytime

I

e

MURRAY

PIANO, High boy
chest, settee, 2 chairs.
old bedroom suite.
rugs, dresser & futon.
Puryear
(731) 247-5735

',nip 1 ,, I.

AMERICAN Duncan
Phyfe mahogany
drop leaf dining table
(w/protective pads.) 6upholstered
dining
chairs. Double china
cabinet. Loads of display & storage. $1,200
759-1664

Read
All About
It!

LINCOLN 225 amp arc
welding machine
$200 compisto.
Craftsman radial arm
saw, good condition,
10" blade.
$400.
Antique upright piano,
good sound board.
$150
(270)787-9901

FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. Murray
Plaza Lodge. Apply in
person after 7:00Pit
No phone calls.
Britthaven of Benton ii currently
accepting applications for the following
positions: State Registered Nursing
Assistants. We offer competitive wages
and an excellent benefit package.
Apply in person at
Britthaven of Benton
2807 Main Street Hwy 841 S Benton,
KY 42025 EOE/AAE

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home

MISIMF IN CLAIM FILING FOR Xi morns

•- COMPANIES TO CHOOSE

PLEASE NO PHONE CALLS

TEMPORARY HORTICULTURAL
AGRICULTURAL LABOR
NURSERY LABORER
10/01/2009 to 07/01/2010 TN #5798183

1(1%,,
(.1;

(-4)(.1

ini#019F

Irrevocable Medicaid
Approved

You are responsible for the deductible that
Medicare doea not pay. $1,024 on Part A; $135 on
Part B. Call me for more information.

' ..11 1 1./
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•

Dallas Willoughby
Pre-Arrangement Specialist

Lou V. fh1cGary
Does Your Policy Pay 100% of
the Deductibles?

Tak(ng Applications for

No farewell words were spoken
No time to say goodbye
You were gone before we knew it
And only God knows why.

MT THIS III

Pciy

County Route Comer For
The Murrov Ledger 8( limes

— PREPLANNING "'

INSURANCE
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Mud this coupon with payment to
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call (270) 753-1918
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07 Mazda RX-8
Black, 31,XXX
270-293-9734
2002 Hyundai GT,
leather package. sunroof, new brakes, new
tires, 140k miles
$4,495.
(270)474-0403
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97 Honda Civic. silver,
5sp. $1,500.
519-5969.

Property Menspernent, LW
www.murraykyapartments.eom
270-767-9111
Specializing in newly built
I & 2 Bedroom Apartments
Water, sewer, trash & Cable TV included
Appliances included. No PETS!

•
•

-OWNER Finance16x80 3BR, 2Ba on
3.5 acres. $2,950
down, $545 a month.
3380 Guthrie Rd.,
Paris. 270-753-1011
1988
Fleetwood
14x70, 2BR, 2BA,
newly
remodeled.
$7,500 obo. Must be
moved. 270-293-0472.
1995 16x80 Atlantic,
313Ft/2BA, 4-acres,
Kirksey area.
(270)559-2861
•28R, 26A 16x70
1998 Clayton home on
1/2 acre near Kenlake
SAP. Full refurbishment just complete.
$29,900.
•48R, 2BA 28x60
2001 Fleetwood home
on
3/4-acre. 10-miles
north of Murray 1-mile
off
Hwy-641. $42,900.
270-791-9792.

16X70,2BR,2BA,total
electric in Hardin,
$495. 270-703-4768
2BR, no pets, nonsmoking, $300/mo.
East Calloway County.
(270)820-8256

LOVELY 2BR, 2BA
large LA & vey nice
kitchen with dining
area. Large windows in
LA and dining area.
W/D hook-up, some
IffOrage in attic.
Beautiful 26R, 2.5BA,
large LA each BR has
it's own rivets bath,
huge kitchen, dining
area with breakfast
bar, large pantry, outside storage, w/d
hook-up.
752-0201
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6058

THREE bedroom 2
bath duplex with double garage. All appliances, one year lease,
one'month deposit, no
pets. $750.00. Call
270-753-2905.

Si

m Far Reid

1 BR apt, various loa
cations. Coleman RE
Move in free days
753-9898
1 BR apt. clean and
nice. All appliances
including w/d. No pets.
270-436-2524,
cell
270-293-6906.
1 OR 2br apts. near
Murray.
downtown
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109.

J Duncan
agany
lining table
Pe pads.) 6d
dining
,uble china
eds of disage. $1.200

rat furniture,
s and

lore

1,283 Bedroom.
753-0606
1BR duplex, C/H/A, all
appliances furnished
including w/d, no pets
$350 month. 402-B N.
8th 436-2731
2, 38R available.
Various
locations.
Coleman RE.
753-9898
2BR Duplex, C/H/A,
all appliances, newly
remodeled, 1003-B
Northwood.(270)7530259
2BR, 2BA, garbage,
water & cable included.$550 month, 1 year
lease, 104 Park St.
753-9479 ask for
Debbie Mac or 7591509 after 5:00pm.
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Mad
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—$31.1111
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•4 BR brick, 2-1/2
bath, all appliances.
no pets, 1 year lease.
$760/month, deposit.
•1 BR upstairs $275.
No pets.
*Small 28R mobile
home in Almo. No
pets.
753-4937

i&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4fil ST.
Center a/ 121 S. Ik Glenetia.
*
10X10 $25 MISS,
(270)436-2524
(270)293-M
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Insicie climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.
lion Is
I or,Oji

45X25 SHOP. Tiled
office and bathroom,
low utilities. Next to
J.H. Churchill. 7533119, 293-2482.
FOR lease 48x4-45
metal building, 12ft.
walls, insulated, gas
heist Located at 408
Sunbury
Murray. Call
270-436-2935
RETAIL Store in
Hazel. 2500 SF +/plus 960 SF porch.
Really nice!
$750.00/month.
Additional 2500 SF
available for only
$400.00 more if
needed.
270-492-8211

2&4 Bedroom houses
lease & deposit
required. 753-4109
3BR brick, fenced,
storage, double drive,
hardwood
carport,
floors, clean, $875/mo.
no pets. Call 293-8070
South Center office/
38R very nice, carport,
business for rent.
nardwood floors. Also
1,000 sq,ft,., 700 sq.ft.
4BR, 2BA. Coleman
753-0606
RE
753-9898
501 South 6th St.
Nice
3-BR, 1 BA, dining,
miniature
AKC
living, bonus room,
Dachshund, black &
washer, dryer,
tan, males or females,
refrigerator, stove,
6-wks old, $250.00.
dishwasher, beautiful
(731)247-3727
hardwood/tile. 270DOG Obedience.
761-1317.
(270)436-2858.
Southwest
NEAR
school, 3 BR, 1.5 BA,
garage, central gas
'
Hoek Supplies
heat/ ac, hardwood
floors, ceiling fans, no
HAY- Hybrid Bermuda
animals, lease, rent &
grass. Round bale
deposit $700 deposit &
$35ea., square bale
$700 rent.
$4.25ea. 293-3805.
(270) 293-0247.
ONE or two bedroom
house for rent in country. Comes with appliances, one bath and
carport. One year
lease, one month
deposit, no pets.
$575.00. Call 270753-2905.

Murray Ledger & Times fair
Floosens Act Notice
All real estate adyermed herein
is subiect to the federal Fur
!lousing Act. which makes it
to ad,ernse any preference, limitation or discnminalion based on race, color, religem, sex, handicap. familial status or natumal origin, or intention to make any such preferences, limitations or discrimination.
State laws forbid discrimination
in the sale, rental or advertising
of real rite, based on tactors in
addition to those protected
under federal law
We will knowingly accept an,
advertising tor real estate which
is mu in violation of the law All
persons are hereby informed
that all dwelling. advertised are
available on an equal opportu
nit), basis
For further assistance with Fair
Housing AdNertising requirement., contact NAA Coureel
Rene P Milam,(70:0648-1000

OIL prowy
Labor Day
Weekend Sala
LAKEFRONT LOT
wl Dock Built
only $ALM
(dm 9124,900)
SAVE 60%11!
Spectacular lakefront
lot w/ boat dock
already built on
fabulous Kentucky
Lake, a 180,000 acre
recreational paradise.
utile &
Paved rd
new survey. Excellent
financing. Must see!
Call now 1-800-7043154 wvnyiedake-

1
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YEARRY'S
Tree
Service. Free estimates. Phone
436-2562, 227-0267
FOR all you roofing,
vinyl, metal porches
decks and remodeling
call Danny Paschall
492-8500 or 293-8156.

&M
I AWN al KVI(
klowtlig Mania uring,
I ands,.ipmgS.

GREAT starter home.
164
Bendefield Lo , North
School District. 3Br,
29a, fenced yard, new
roof, new heating & air,
city water, garden.
$75,000.
270-9781900. 270-759-2276.

a.

753-1816 227-0611

270-293-5424
0.00 Cost Estimate
227-9641
AFFORDABLE
Carpentry
•Remodeling
•Screened Porches
•Garages
*Water & Termite
Damage
•Decks
•Home/ Mobile Home
Repair
436-5517
D •
t OUR
(01/1 II HI
III RE FOR
0N I
()0
MOS!HI
I I I 7',.1 14I
227-0587
753-2353
ALL Carpentry
•Remodeling
•Additions
Decks
*Porches
Pole Barns
•Laminate Floors

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming, removal,
stump grinding, firewood Insured.
489-2839.

\
11 \•. \(.1 \1 I
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• weekly & special pickups
•locally owned/operated
759-1151 • 293-2713
293-2784

•Mobile Home-Repair
.Roof-Overs
*Underpinning
Larry Nimmo

Hill Electric
Since 1986
24 nom inanity
Res.. Com., & Ind.
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

tt)1 St 14 t 121N
753 8087

A Day In The City
HANDYMAN
Do you need help? I do
painting, concrete, carpentry, and masonry
work. Home: 731-2475369 or Cell: 731-2345933
OHS HOUSE
CLEANING SERVICE
The deepest clean
wound' Call tor
tree estonate
(615)594-5299
(270)970-2733
z
HOUSE HUSBAND
HANDYMAN
•Ropairs .Decks
•Bathtubs
No lobs too small!
(270)519-8155

436-5141
A:
AFFORDABLE
Hauling. Clean out
garages, gutters, Junk
& tree work.

JOSEPH RONE
MASONRY
Concrete, brick block &
stone
564-6158
210-5324
\

1
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ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Systems.
Dozer, back hoe, and
work.
track
hoe
Installation and repair
on septic systems.
Now offering septic
tank pumping.
978-0404
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

poi oionth
Up to -'1) words

(270)436-2228

DOWNSTAIRS apt,
1Br.lBa, w/d. refrigerator, stove. Lease
S
required.
208
Cherry St. 753-5341,
293-2418

LOCALLY grown premium hay. Available at
times. Alfalfa,
all
mixes, grass, grass
mixes. Square and
round bales Some
wrapped High protein,
TDN Students & truckers welcome. 270-7538848 before 9.00pm

tiu )N Y S85
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NIL GARAGE
DOOR'

MOON MOWING
SERVICE
Affordable lawn care
with negotiable
prices. Call Daniel
(270)970-2778
NADEAU ROOFING
& CONSTRUCTION
•Roofing •Floonng
-Decks -All Home
Improvements
(270)978-2111

(270)T3 191ti
IAN'.

DUPLEX for rent, all
appliances.
7679948.

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell. (270) 293-4183
9 a.m - 4 o.m. M-F

LARGE 38R apt,
newly remodeled, on
campus, C/1-1/A. W&D.
$600 water, sewage &
trash furnished, no
pets 759-4696. 2934600

GET Toms'xi
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916

HALEY Real Estate
Appraising
270 759 4218

I enjoy spending a day in the city of Amsterdam which is located about 20 miles from our
house. I am always looking for an excuse or reason to go into the city and the past few weeks
ale
•
I had an opportunity to spend quite a bit of time
Ids
in Amsterdam with friends from Murray and Lexington, KY. Sid and Loretta Jobs came to Amsterdam to visit their son Rick and his wife Kini
and daughter Greta. Rick has been working in
Amsterdam this summer doing research for his
second book. Glenda Mazurka, Loretta's sister,
from Lexington also made the trip and for two
weeks they toured the city of Amsterdam and
surrounding areas.
I spent many days with them in Amsterdam
Martha
Finney Andrus, but one Sunday afternoon with the weather being
very cooperative, I asked some friends of mine
Guest Writer
who live near Amsterdam to join us for a day
of sight seeing. Rich and Cathy Gillooly are from Ohio and have
lived here for 8 years. Rich takes every opportunity he can to stroll
the canals of Amsterdam and soak up all the history of the city and
he makes a wonderful tour guide.
Amsterdam is a large city of 1.3 million people and after living
here for 5 years I thought I had visited most parts of the city. But
1 was in for a surprise and this surpnse was nght in the middle of
the city and one block from the busy Kalverstraat which is the main
shopping street in the city. As you walk thru an obscure looking door
located right off of the street, you enter a beautiful courtyard known
as Begijnhof which was so peaceful and serene even though it is
located right in the heart of hustle and bustle of the big city.
The Begijnhof is one of the oldest inner courts in the city of
Amsterdam dating back officially from 1417 when a group of women
came together to live in a religious community primarily to look after
the sick. These women became known as the "Beguines". These
women were not nuns as they did not make lifelong vows. But they
did have to be unmarned, make a vow of chastity, and promise obedience to the parish priest. They could renounce their vows anytime
they wanted and were not expected to make a vow of poverty.
There are 47 tall Amsterdam style houses in the Begijnhof with
some still possessing wooden gothic architecture and the inhabitants
number consistently 105. After the Protestant takeover in 1578. the
Begijnhof was the only Roman Catholic church to be allowed to
remain in existence and this was only because the houses were the
beguines private property. The Chapel, however, was closed and
remained that way for 30 years before being given to the English
Presbyterians and is now known as the English Church. In 1678. two
dwellings were converted into secret chapels for the Catholic church.
As demanded by the city government, the church could not be recognized as such from the outside.
When a beguine dies, she is buried in the church. Legend has it
that in 1654 one of the sisters. Cornelia Arens. died but before she
passed away she declared that she did not want to be buried in the
church since it was now considered a protestant church and stated
that she would rather be buried in the gutter than in the church.
When she died, she was buried in the chapel as was the custom but
the next day her coffin was found in the adjoining gutter. Her cot-fin was put back into the chapel but the %AMC thing happened two
more times and finally, Cornelia Arens was laid to rest in the gutter adjacent to the church. Every May 2nd, to this day. the date of
her death, flowers are put on her grave alongside the gutter.
We also treated Sid, Loretta and Glenda to the hest French fries
in Amsterdam. This stand is located on a side street away from the
busy Amsterdam streets where most tourists can be found but has
become legend and therefore, everyone seeks to find this Amsterdam
delicacy.
It is only a small opening literally in a wall with a counter and
just enough room to cook and serve only French fries or frites as
they are known in Dutch. The only way to truly enjoy these frites
is with the Dutch frites sauce which is much like our mayonnaise
but a little sweeter but not as sweet as salad dressing. We did convince Loretta to try her fntes with mayo or as it is ordered in Dutch.
"patat met" If you see Loretta be sure and ask her if she enjoyed
her "patat met" in Amsterdam.
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HONDA Scooter 49cc,
black, excellent condition. 436-2542.
227-2915

Ado Pitts

Print photos: Ma% be (hopped off at the I edgei utlice at
1001 1,Vhanell Ase , or mailed to PO Boa 10-10 Mtlf 1.1‘ 10 420 'I
NO PHOTOS OVCR 2 MONTHS OLD WILL BE PUBLISHED
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4 BR, 2 BA, all appliances. Move in free
days. Coleman RE.
753-9898

((mild be your's

Digital photos: The may be submitted to composingomairayksaaer com
in a ipeg format
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BRUSH & HAMMER
"SPECIAL
$50 off painting of
2 rooms
• Painting • Fix-it's
• Repairs • Decks
pressure washed
& stained

hi,-; 1x 1 `)

The Murray Ledger & limes
wants you to share your
photographs of people in
our community at work
at school and at play.

II \II ,

(2 /0)293-235 /

SPECIAL!!!

s L)Viwrer
When y04.1 submit photos tor our Scene In the Community
page, please in( lode the event, the date. place, organization
or group as well as the name oteveryone in the photo. Only
a cc:tarn number or photos will appeat because or space
Mete is no guaiantee a submission will be published.
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RENOVATED 2BR,
2A,brick house, at
New Concord, large
rooms, C/H/A, fireplace, efficiency apt in
basement with outside
entrance, nice large
lot, under $76,000
293-9913 436-2487
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436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service. Complete
tree
removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling, etc.
Insured. Emergency
293-8377

3BR,2 BA new construction,1316
Larkspur, Campbell
Estate. $229,000.
Call for appt. 7533968. 293-9747.

011srod

E CONWAY AU TO
RODY REPAIR t%
PAIN T iti(r
SERVILE

753-9562

LELF— dm,

16X30 storage or
shop
$150.00. 227-5173
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668
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(270)753-0355

Here we are at Ber,ijnhof - Loretta, Kathy, Martha, Glenda
just to the left of Cornelia Arena
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Looking Back
-

10 years ago
Published is a picture of Darrell Brantley, Calloway County
Fire-Rscue firefighter, soaking the
remnants of the inside of a burnt
home on Backusburg Road. The
photograph was by Staff Photographer Bernard Kane.
Sandy Linn. youth services
librarian for the Calloway County Public Library, has announced
special programs planned starting
Sept. 7.
Calloway County High School
Lakers won 29-19 over Graves
County High School Eagles in a
football game at Mayfield.
Births repotted include a boy
to David and Kristie Laframboise,

Aug. 13.
20 years ago
Published is a picture of John
Morris, volunteer for the Calloway
County Fire-Rescue Squad, using
a flap to help put out a fire in
a pine thicket on Shoemaker Road.
The photograph was by Staff Photographer David Tuck.
Lester Glenn Nanny Jr., 40,
Murray, drowned Aug. 29 while
mussel diving in Kentucky Lake
near the Brandon Mills area,
according to Calloway County
Cornor Ricky Edwards.
Births reported include a boy
to Laura and Norman Ray and a
boy to Teresa and Ricky Ervin,
Aug. 25; a boy to Cathy and Jeff
Dclk, Aug. 26; a boy to Katrina
and Rickie Freeman, a girl to
Mary Ana and James Arthurs, and

17, and a boy to Randy and Paincia Flood, Aug 22.

40 years ago
OdeIle Vance and Nadine Turner, members of Murray Business
& Professional Women's Club,
attended a meeting of the board
of directors of the Kentucky Federation of B&PW held at Lexington.
Births reported include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Jeffrey Parker. Aug.
20; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Jones, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Franklin Carroll and a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Stanley Dick, Aug. 27;
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. John Thomas
Phelps, Aug. 29.
Travis Smith is serving as pastor of Murray Seventh Day Adven-

tist Church.
50 years ago
Saturday and evening clases
for the fall semester at Murray
State College have been announced
by Dr. William G. Nash, dean of
instruction.
School bells rang for children
of the Murray City School Sytem
this morning and over 1,200 students answered the call. The enrollment was slightly over 1,200 and
an increase is expected this year,
according to Supt. W.Z. Carter
David Parker, son of Mr. and
Mrs. James Parker, celebrated his
5th birthday with a party at their
home on North 10th Street, Murray.

GO years ago
Pfc Hugh T. Wilkerson, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Wilkerson, is
serving with the Air Police at
Kelly Air Force Base, Texas.
Camp Bear Creek, the Girl
Scout Camp on Kentucky Lake,
was dedicated Aug. 28 after completion of the main lodge at the
center.
Births reported include a girl

a girl to Laura and Tony Franklin,
Aug. 27; a girl to Tern and Chris
Greer, Aug. 29.

30 years ago
The Murray Civic Music Association will present the Bohemian State Folk Ballet at Murray
State University Lovett Auditorium on Nov. 25 at 3 p.m.
Published is a picture of teachers at Calloway County High
School receiving training with
Susan Ramp, supervisor in charge.
Freshman orientation was held Aug.
30.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Mark Pugh, Aug.

to Mr. and Mrs. Huda Turner and
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. James C.
Wilkerson, Aug. 23; a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Edward Oakley, a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Guy Cunningham and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Wayne Jones, Aug. 24.

COMICS/ FEATU'RFS
New school year challenges
student with a heavy load
DEAR ABBY: I will be
going into the seventh grade
soon. I'll be in all advanced
classes, and I am also doing
several sports. My problem is
I'm very nervous.
I'm afraid of getting lost
on my way
to my classes, that I'll
have a hard
time meeting
new
people and
that I'll be
over whelmed
with work.
Door Abby One night I
had a dream
By Abigail
about all my
Van Buren
fears coming true! Is
there any way I can get past
these feelings and enjoy my
first few days at school? -NERVOUS IN CHEYENNE
DEAR
NERVOUS:
Absolutely. Just remind yourself that every single student
who will be entering seventh
grade with you is probably
experiencing similar feelings.
If you get lost looking for a
classroom, a teacher or someone else will be glad to help
you find your way. It won't
be difficult to meet new people because they'll be all around
you,and everyone in your grade
will be in the same boat.
P.S. You wouldn't have been
assigned to advanced classes
if you weren't up to the workload. So, trust me, and relax.
*IN

DEAR ABBY: My husband
is starting to seriously embarrass me. He has to relieve
himself almost every time he
walks outside. We have a truck

MN In NiSterf
By The Associated Prom

ing the export of U.S. arms to
Today is Monday. Aug. 31, belligerents.
In 1941, the radio program
the 243rd day of 2009. There are
122 days left in the year.
"The Great Gildersleeve" debuted
Today's Highlight in History:
on NBC.
On Aug. 31, 1803, explorer
In 1954. Hurricane Carol hit
Meriwether Lewis departed Pitts- the northeastern Atlantic states.
burgh,sailing down the Ohio River; Connecticut, Rhode Island and part
he joined up with William Clark of Massachusetts bore the brunt
in Louisville, Ky., the following of the storm, which resulted in ne
October. (The next year. Lewis ly 70 deaths.
and Clark began their famous
In 1969, boxer Rocky
expedition toward the Pacific ciano died in a light airplane crash
coast.)
in Iowa, a day before his 46th
On this date:
birthday.
In 1886, an earthquake rocked
In 1986. 82 people were killed
Charleston, S.C., killing 60 peo- when an Aeromexico jetliner and
ple, according to the U.S. Geo- a small private plane collided over
logical Survey.
Cerritos, Calif. The Soviet pasIn 1888, Mary Ann Nichols, senger ship Admiral Nakhimov
the apparent first victim of "Jack collided with a merchant vessel
the Ripper," was found slain in in the Black Sea, causing both to
London's East End.
sink; up to 448 people reportedIn 1935, President Franklin D. ly died.
Roosevelt signed an act prohibitIn 1988, 14 people were killed

1:1
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when a Delta Boeing 727 crashed
during takeoff from Dallas-Fort
Worth Airport.
In 1989, Britain's Princess Anne
and husband
Mark Phillips
announced they were separating.
Ten years ago: Detroit's teachers went on strike, wiping out the
first day of yin's for 172,000 studints in one of the largest teachnitinhil4
t
walk-

An LAM
-00W
Boeing 737 crashed on takeofffrom
Buenos Aires, Argentina, killing
64 people.
Five years ago: At the Republican National Convention in New
York, first lady Laura Bush and
Arnold
California
Gov.
Schwarzenegger praised President
George W. Bush as a man of
strength and compassion. Palestinian suicide bombers blew up
two buses in Beersheba, Israel,
killing 16 passengers.

(
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sitting in our yard, and when

we have company he walks
behind it to do his business.
He says it "saves water." What'?
A nickel's worth?
Our 14-year-old son is starting to do the same thing. He
can be walking down the street
and stop to pee by the side
of the road. It's impossible to
correct him when his dad does
it, too.
How do I fix this? I have
tried talking to them, but it
doesn't work. -- TEED OFF
IN TENNESSEE
DEAR TEED OFF: Not
knowing your husband, I can't
determine whether he's "marking his turf" or has trouble
controlling his bladder. If your
husband's behavior started
recently, inform his doctor. He
should be checked from stem
to stern because he could have
a medical problem.
As to your son, he is imitating his dad. Depending on
the laws in your community
regarding exposing oneself and
public urination, he could get
himself in trouble. So please
impress upon him that what
he's doing is not only socially unacceptable but also could
have a negative impact on his
future, and you want it stopped
immediately.
•
1.11

Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Van Buren, also
krowll as Jeanne Phillips,
and wasfounded by her mother, Pauline Phillips. Write
Dear Abby at www.DearAbby.cont or P.O.Box 69440,Los
Angeles, CA 90069.
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Tic Tacs bad for
overnight dry mouth?
DEAR DR. GOTT: As a DDS
(Doctor of Dental Surgery), I would
like to commend you for the answer
you gave the woman who sought
your advice regarding the use of
Tic Tacs for relief of her drymouth syndrome. I would also
like to offer a comment or two.
The problem with Tic
Tics is the
same as with
Life Savers,
lollipops,
cough drops,
etc.
mints,
Acid is used
for the flavoring — nuilic
acid for mints
and citric acid
for fruit flaBy
vors. So when
Dr. Peter Gott you suck on
one of those
objects, you are releasing acid
directly against the teeth. Sugar
does not cause cavities; rather, it
reacts with the bacteria present
in the mouth and forms an acid
that causes the cavities. Placing
one of those items next to the
teeth releases the acid directly on
the teeth — you cut out the "middleman" and go "direct."
once had a patient who had
a bad sinus problem,and he thought
if he dissolved cough drops in
his mouth on the side where his
nose was clogged, it would help.
I don't know what good it did
for the sinus problem, but he
came in with a number of cavities in the teeth on that side of
his mouth. I could relate a number of similar stories and situations.
Finally, 1 would like to thank
you for using the proper termi-

Dr. Gott

nology "physician or dentist."
Common uninformed usage has
made "doctors and dentists" the
popular expression, but it is incor-

rect since dentists are doctors.
too.
DEAR DOCTOR: Thank you
for the compliments.
There are several over-theremedies,
dry-mouth
counter
including mouthwashes, toothpastes and oral gels. Individuals
who do not respond well to these'
measures should then be seen by
a dental professional who can
examine the mouth, determine what
the underlying cause may be and
what an appropriate course of
action is needed.
Perhaps I am mistaken, but I
believe that most cavities may be
prevented simply by brushing and
flossing the teeth at least twice a
day or after every meal and/or.
sugary product; in today's fastpaced society, however, that may
be hard to manage. Proper oral
hygiene is just as important to overall health as is proper body hygiene.
your
to
Now
physician/doctor/dentist compliment. Dentists are indeed doctors.
The word doctor by definition is
a person skilled or specializing
in the art of healing who holds
an advanced degree and is licensed
to practice. This includes individuals such as physicians, dentists
and veterinarians.
The word physician is defined
as a person skilled in healing arts;
specifically, a person educated,
clinically experienced and licensed
to practice medicine (distinguished
from surgery).
Today, doctor and physician
are fairly interchangeable terms primarily used for family, general,
internal or pediatric physicians.
Den*.ists are often not considered
to be doctors. This is unfortunate
since they are like any other specialist who chose to focus on only
one part or function of the body.
such as a cardiologist, gastroenterologist or one of the many specialties.

Iloresespe
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for
Thesday,Sept. 1,2009:
This year, opportunities come
forward. Evaluate each offer. If
you dive into anything too
quickly, you might not be comfortable. Maintain good health
and an exercise plan. Veer away
from fads and way-out ideas. If
you are single, you'll meet a lot
of people through your daily
life. You could find someone
very enticing. Just be sure this
person is emotionally awaila010,
If you are attack* *1 ttioo,di
you will gain by taking .time
away together. You might even
feel like newlyweds. AQUARIUS helps you get healthy.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so;
1-Difficult
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
***** Finally, you are connecthg with others. You might
wonder what is happening with a
child or sibling. Moods change
as the day ages.
TAURUS(April 20-May 20)
*** A must appearance is
inevitable, as is the responsibiliit.
comes
with
that
ty
Communication will surge if you
are willing to be vulnerable.
Listen to what is being shared;
there could be a good idea or

two coming forward.

GEMINI(May 21-Juno 20)
***** Keep digging to find
the answer. The more you
detach, the greater the potential
for understanding. A brainstorming session will be positive if you
let go and relax. Keep track of
how others are thinking.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** Deal with your finances
head-on. You might want to do
something
very differently.
Communication soars, and a lot
happens quickly. Extremes
occur with spending. Don't feel
as if you have to keefl up with
the Joneses.
LEO(July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Schedule special time
to move a project forward.
Someone's inquiry could make
you quite happy. You feel as if
you get a second chance.
Investigate news, but keep certain observations private.
VIRGO(Aug.23-Sept. 22)
**** Accomplish as much as
you can. Others work with you
so that you will gain an unusual
accomplishment.
sense
of
Bosses have a lot of ideas, and
they start sharing more of them.
USRA(Sept 23-Oct 22)
**** You are all smiles and
ready for nearly everything.
News from a distance surprises
you. You could feel a lot different, and quite quickly at that.
Listen more openly to news that
involves a loved one.

SCORPIO(Oct. 23-Nos. 21)
***** Keep conversations
moving, and don't alk,w others to
obsess or get locked into one
thought. An associate and/or
partner starts expressing everything that he or she is feeling. Be
open to opportunities. Indulge a
higher-up or someone you care
about.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec 22)
**** You will want to share.
Communication flows as you
rarely have seen before. You
might not have the right words,
as you are taken aback by what
Is going on. Listen to your
instincts with a friend.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
**** Be aware of your financial status. You could offer much
more beyond finances than you
thought possible. An idea will
pay off In an unprecedented
manner. Stay on top of your
game.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** You hit your power
days and wonder exactly what
you are doing and why you are
doing it. Sometimes you compromise a little too much. Could:
this be one of those occasions?,
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
*** Not everything is as transparent as you would like. Fatigue
plays a key role in making decisions. Listen to what someone is
sharing and his or her choices.
Detach, and you will learn a lot
more.
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SOMEONE HATES
TO PACE MOMMY
MORNINGS?
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IF 6f0U141194 TO SPEAK TO SOMEONE IN THE
KITCHEN,PUNCH'OUR BROTHER ONCE IF
YOU UJISH TO SPEAK TO SOMEONE IN THE
BACK YARD rUNCH YOUR BROTHER. TWICE.
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ilea iimadromum grim* im

1 Turbine part
6 Full of pep
11 Bagel choice
12 Salad follower
14 Single time
15 Prowls
17 — -cal
18 Tender pod
19 Discouraging
words
20 RNs supply
21 Kind of tea
23 Alps, for short
24 Party cheese
25 Machete cousin
27 Zorba portrayer
28 Call — a day
30 Schmooze
31 Koan discipline
32 Appliance giant
33 PC lists
35 Notorious pirate
36 Loft locale
37 Greedy sort
38 Crushed
grapes
42 Ms. Thurman

43 "2001"
computer
44 Freud topic
45 Element no. 99
46 Henry VIII's
house
48 Certain
49 More unctuous
51 Artist's gum
53 Out of style
54 Loses color

Answer to Previous Puzzle

DOWN
1 "Walk Away -2 Entertainment
_awakwrdon
do
3
4 Hindu mantra
5 Family mom.
6 Low scores
7 Stationery buys
8 01. parts
9 Image maker
10 Shouting
11 Former frosh
13 Time of the
mammals
16 A law — itself

8-31 CP 2009 United Feature Syndicate, Inc
20 Prefix for dent
22 Air rifle
(2 wds.)
23 Sports org.
24 Cake-pan type
26 NATO cousin

27 Proof ender
28 Suffuses
29 Joins forces
(2 wds.)
31 Turn sharply
34 Firearms
lobby
35 Two pounds,
plus
37 San Diego pro
39 Be frugal
40 Fiends
41 Active one
43 Colors
46 VCR hookups
47 Lib section
48 Mournful
50Batteryu
52 Nile god

Pl
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PREP CROSS COUNTRY ROUNDUP

Thurman takes top honors at Heath meet
LAKER BOYS PLACE 2N1; BOTH MURRAY SQUADS TAKE 3RD
Staff Report
After taking first place at Saturday's
Heath Pirate Invitational, Calloway County's Ryan Thurman had to wait nearly a
half-minute before he had company at the
finish line.
Thurman ran the 5K course in 17 minutes, 52.41 seconds to take top honors
and help the Laker boys to a secondplace team finish.
Murray was paced by third-place finisher Chase Darnell. who ran a time of
18:28.32 and helped the Tigers place third
in both boys and girls competition.
Calloway placed fourth on the girls
side.
On the boys side, the Lakers were the
only team to have three runners finish in
the top 8. Dylan Harris came in fourth
with a time of 18:32.34 and Colby Fox

was eighth, finishing at 19:18.88.
Aaron Armstrong placed 13th at 19:28.97
and Robbie Friedrich was 23rd at 20:26.00
to round out the Lakers' top five.
Calloway accumulated 49 points and
fell to first-place Marshall County by just
three points. Murray netted 83 points and
beat out fourth-place Union County by
one point.
Behind Darnell, Michael On- was the
next Tiger finisher, coming in 12th with
a time of 19:2fi.44. Ryan Miller was 16th
at 19:50.52 and Paul Gong came in at
21st at 20:24.06.
Ryan Greer rounded out Murray's top
five with a time of 21:01.13 to place
31St.
The Lady Tigers were led by seventhplace finisher Selina LaJerei, who ran a
time of 23:48.90. Zori Taylor was 12th
at 24:44.43 while Chloe Zimmcrer was

15th at 25:09.11.
Kim Jones and Heatherly Paschall rounded out Murray's top five with times of
27:02.20 and 27:33.46, respectively.
Calloway's Taylor Futrell was fourth
overall with a time of 23:13.72 to pace
the Lady Lakers. Kelsey Gray was the
next Calloway finisher, coming in 18th
at 25:27.62
Erica Berhow ran the course in 26:09.96
to place 22nd, Takina Scott placed 24th
at 26:20.09 and Hannah Simmons rounded out the Lady Laker top five with a
time of 28:21.90.
Graves County took top honors on the
girls side with 35 points. Union County
was second at 57 points, Murray was
third at 68 points and Calloway placed
fourth with 80 points.
Graves' Christina Flamed was the top
individual finisher with a time of 22:44.24.

TOMMY DILLARD / Lodger & Times
Calloway County's Dylan Harris (left) runs side-byside with Murray's Chase Darnell at the Heath Pirate
Invitational Saturday in Paducah.

PGA PLAYOFFS: THE BARCLAYS

MSU VOLLEYBALL ROUNDUP

Getting off on
the wrong foot
RACERS FALL TO BLUE RAIDERS,
KANSAS AT MTSU
By MSU Sports Information
The Murray State volleyball team lost both of its Saturday matches at the Middle
Tennessee State Invitational.
The Racers (0-3) fell to the
host Blue Raiders (2-0), 0-3
(17-25, 19-25, 16-25) in the
first match of the day and then
fell 0-3 (16-25, 19-25, 18-25)
to Kansas (2-1) in the second.
Junior Sara Hayden led the
team during both matches with
a total of 14 kills and seven
total blocks (3-4).. Fellow junior Becca Lamb was also strong
offensively for MSU, with 13
total kills and a .407 (13k-2e27ta) hitting percentage.
Sophomore Jade Guo ended
the day with 44 assists while
sophomore Kayleah Sauer
added 16 digs.
The first set against Kansas
started out close, with no team
leading by more than one point
until the Jayhawks started a
6-1 run with the score tied at
9x to take the lead for good.
Kansas continued to extend its
!cad throughout the set with
several three and four-point
runs and earned the 25-16 win.
The Jayhawks kept their
momentum going heading into
the second set, earning a 3-0
lead. The Racers then started
to battle back and tied the set
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Courtesy of MSU Spats Information
Murray State sophomore
outside hitter Logan Su
sends this ball over the
net at the Middle Tennessee State invitational
Saturday in Murfreesboro,
Tenn. The Racers dropped
matches to the host Blue
Raiders and Kansas.
at three and four before Kansas
went on a 5-1 run to take a
four-point lead. The Jayhawks
held on to the lead throughout the set, with both teams
•See RACERS, 10

MSU SOCCFR ROUNDUP

Looking at the
positives
DESPITE 4-0 LOSS AT VANDY,
ACREMAN TRYING' TO BUILD
ON EXPERIENCE
By MSU Spats lemmatise
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — The
Murray State women's soccer
squad fell to 0-2 after dropping a 4-0 game Sunday at
Vanderbilt in Nashville, Tenn.
MSU head coach Beth Acreman said she felt better about
the Racers' game than last week
when the team lost their season opener at Arkansas-Little
Rock.
"It was a good effort all
around,- Acreman said."We had
a couple mistakes that cost us."
The Racers trailed 2-0 at
the half when the Commodores
cored goak in the 18th and
1th minute. Vanderbilt added
wo more in the second half
n the 5Sth and 86th minute.
Tara Isbell worked the first
6.55 in goal for the Racers,
ith üi i via !femme taking over
or the final 23.0s

"1 was pleased with how
we responded against some
very good competition,- Acreman added. "We're going to
continue to bu;'il on the positives from this match and get
ready for next weekend."
Murray State is looking forward to playing their home
opener Friday at Cutchin Field
when they host Alabama A&M
at 4:30 p.m. The match is part
of the Racer ('lassic, which
also features SIU Edwardsville
and Georgia State playing at
2 p.m.
"We're looking forward to
playing at home and we want
to take the intensity we had
today and improve on it,- Acre man said. "We were much more
committed on defense today.
but we still have a lot of things
.
to work

MEL EVANS / AP
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Heath Slocum celebrates his putt for par
Golf Club Sunday in Jersey City, N.J.

Slaying The Big Guns
Padraig Harrington and playing partner Steve Stricker.
"It was an incredible day,
incredible experience," Slocum
said. "I was just kind of lucky
to come out on top. A lot of
good players. At the end of
the day, that putt on the last
By JOHN NICHOLSON
was magical. I'll remember that
AP Sports Writer
for the rest of my life.JERSEY CITY, N.J.(AP) A week ago. the short-hithe little guy from ting Slocum wasn't even sure
the sticks beat he would make it to the FedEx
Tiger Woods and Cup opener. Having missed the
a cast of big stars cut in Greensboro. N.C., he
in perhaps the most had to wait until the tournaurban setting in ment was over to learn that
PGA Tour history. by the slimmest of margins -Heath Slocum. two points — he had earned
the 5-foot-7, 150-pound grinder the second-to-last spot among
who went to high school with the 125 qualifiers.
Boo
country-as-they-come
"My fate was not in my
Weekley in the Florida Pan- own hands,- Slocum said.
handle town of Milton. won
It was on the 18th green at
The Barclays on Sunday at long, hard Liberty National.
lengthy Liberty National -- a
On the same green where
couple of par 5s from the Stat- Woods stunned the crowd bv
ue of Liberty.
missing from 7 feet, Slocum
With the Manhattan skyline knocked in the 20-footer. then
looming in the background on watched Strickcr miss his 10a clear. breei!, day. Slocum loot par try.
made a 20-foot par putt on the
Slocum closed with a 418th hole for a one-stroke vic- under 67 to win for the third
tory over Woods, Ernie Els, time in his career, and first

SLOCUM BECOMES
SURPRISE
WINNER AT
BARCLAYS

T

time in four years. The victory, worth $1.35 million, moved
him to No. 3 in the FedEx
Cup standings, giving him a
shot at the $10 million prize
next month in Atlanta.
"I'm going to use this experience hopefully for the rest of
my life, knowing that I can
come down the stretch and play,
if you want, with the big boys."
Slocum said.
Slocum holed a 25-foot birdie
putt at No. 2, the toughest par
3 at Liberty National, then
surged into a share of the lead
by holing out from 157 yards
with a 7-iron for eagle on the
par-4 fifth.
"As soon as I hit it, I knew
I just flushed it," he said. "It
was going right to the pin. I
saw it hit I didn't see anything else. I didn't see it go
in. The crowd went crazy. I
didn't know if it was really
close or if it had gone in.Stricker had a good look at
the unlikely eagle that Slocum
didn't see go in -- and broadcaster CBS missed completely
while focusing on Woods a
hole ahead.
-Ile hit it lust past the hole.

TOP FINISHERS
66-72-70-67-275
Heath Slocum
72-68-70-88--276
Emit Eli
Padralg Harrington 67-75-87-67-278
70-72-67-67-276
'Tiger Woods
89-70-68-69-276
Steve Stitcher
68-73-69-67-277
Nick Watney
66-72-68-71-277
Frock* Jacobson
66-68-72-72-278
Webb Simpson
73-70-88-68--279
Scott Verplank
67-72- 70-70--279
Ian Poultei
65-71-68-75-279
Paul Goydos
Brandt Snedeker
72-75-67-66--280
70-72-71-67-280
Elden Gay
70-73-70-67-280
Jason Day
70-74-73-64--281
Dustin Johnson
68-75-69-69-281
Robert Allenby
69-73-70-69--281
Jim Furyk
71-74-85-71-281
Grog Owen
85-71-88-77-281
Steve Merino
68-75.70-69-282
Lee Janzen
72-72-68-70---282
Hunter Mohan
UMW
73-73-69-70-285
J 8 Hoene,
70-75- 74-69--288
Pttll ktickelson
71-75-71-71-288
Kenny Perry

Stricker said. "It jumped right
back in. Just like a little gopher
going for his hole, it just jumped
right in.Woods. playing his first tournament since losing a two-shot
lead to unheralded Y.E. Yang
in the PGA Championship.
struggled again with his put
ter. never really trusting him
self on the small. undulating
greens.
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ESPN2 to air Murray State
Austin Peay game Jan.9
By IBM Splits infamitlikin
If you asked fans to name
the biggest rivalry in men's
basketball in the Ohio 'Valley
Conference, most would say
Murray State and Austin Puy.
The iamb rivaby MN be
in ihe spotlight Jae S. *hit

UK Foonati.
ROUNDUP

the Racers travel to Clarksville,
"Ilssin., to face Austin Puy in
a name to aired by ESPN2.
The contest will start at 5
p.m.
The second meeting of the
31011110.10 semen between MU
atidAPSU will be at the Region-

al Special Events Center Feb.
6, in Murray.
The Racers will also be featured in an expanded set of
games this season on the Racer
Television
Network
on
NewWave Communications.
The schedule of broadcasts will

Haversiock inquranre Agency

J
.

be released soon as will the
rest of the OVC televised
games.
Earlier in the day on Jan.
9, the MSU women's team will
tip off at 2 p.m. against the
Lady Goys.

'MANS ROUNDUP

Wildcats'
offense looks
good in
scrimmage

Titans' challenge? Wrap up
preseason on short week

• NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP)
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) -"—
ihnnessee didn't leave
Kentucky &obeli coach Obi ' Cleveland with a win. What
Brooks tart the Wildcat' fit* Jeff Fisher saw out of his
string etre* had a lot of los* Titans might be as good es a
scoring plays against the sec- victory.
The coach wanted improveond-string defense in a weekout of his Mans after a
ment
end scrimmage.
sloppy loss in Dallas. He got
The Courier-Journal says the it from the first-team offense,
Wildcats' top offensive unit has which turned in its longest
been consistently praised for drive of the preseason, and
its work in practices and scrim- from the first-turn defense,
mages that have been closed which kept Cleveland out of
the end mane and a 7-3 halfto the media.
receiver
Wide
Chris time hied before being subbed
whm turned into a 23Mathews says he would give out
Saturday night to the
17
kilt
the Aimee an "A." Mardnivs
Browne.
can. a touchdown pass in
Mier called it a pine of
the tietn's final preseason two teems with very sepanne
scrimmages—.
psis with Cleveland playing

its starters much longer trying
to find a starting quarterback.
"We went in there trying to
get quality reps for a team in
a preseason game. We did, and
we subbed. I was proud of the
way the guys that did sub that
faced their starters battled,"
Fisher said Sunday.
The offensive production was
the most imputative, especially from a first-team unit that
was missing stoning receiver
Nate Washington with an
Mimed left hamstring, leaving
rookie Kenny Btitt to get his
Atm N.start. Kerry Collins
caned it the Thins' best effect
thi.pmmemon.
"I_thought we had good
tempo, and we made mine
plays and overcame a couple

•Reicetis
Pram Pole II
going on three or fotwhipoint tuns. The dome
that MSU .was able to set was two points as
the layhaS* classed di. 14-111 win.
After holding off one set-point in set two,
the Racers came out moss in the beginning
of the third set and earned a 6-1 led. The
run included two block solos from Hayden.
The teams than traded 3-0 nuts before MSU
pushed the lead beck out to six (12-6). Kansas
continued to fight as it tied the set at 14 and
took their first lead of the set (16-14), with
a 10-2 TIM. The laybawks increased their lead
to five SOWS (21-17) and despite the teams:
wadies the next few points Kamm held on
for the 15-18 win.
Lash led the team against the laybawks,
with eight kills, while Hayden added three (21) total blocks. Defensively, Sauer tallied 12
dip and freshman Lydia Orf added six.
The Itaceis were out-hit by Kansas (.324
to .135), but out-blocked the hybawks (7-6).
- Is the first match of the day, MSU fell, 3O (1745, 19-25, 16-25) to host Middle Unseen* State.
The beginning of set one was a battle for
emthaii as the score toggled beck-and-forth for
the first 24 servos 'before the Blue Raiders
eased the first two-point lead (13-11). MTSU
then pushed the advantage to four points and
never looked back, earning the 25-17 victory.
the Blue Raiders were strong offensively,recording a .577 (19k-43-26ta) hitting percentage in
she set, while the Racers bit .208 (9k-4e-244a).
The second set was close again at the start,
with MTSU holding a two-point kid or the

score tied, until the Blue Raiders pushed out
to a 7-4 advantage. MSU kept the score close
and fought to tie the match at 14. The teams
battled with ties at 15, 16. and 17 before
MTSU took control for good with a 4-0 run.
At the end of the set. the Blue Raiders allowed
the Racers to score just two points on their
way to a 25-19 win.
Like the first two sets, the third started out
with the score toggling back-and-forth. Again,
MTSU was the.ad Wm to earn a threepoint advantage and
k throughout the set.
The Recces kept
. but could not get
closer then WM
se the way.
MU emit
with
eight kille and s
tentage. Ilesiet tote*
six kills while Palm beak
added five
and sophomore Jade Otto ealhed four.
MTSU had a strong snack. hitting .500
(55k-11e-lilt) for the match, while the Racers bit .211 (27k-1 le-76ta). MSU earned an
advantage at the net, knocking down six of
the Blue Raiders' attempts and only had three
of their own blocked. Hayden led the blocking effort for the Racers with one solo block
and three block assists.
The Racers will remain on the road for the
next two weeks before opening the home portion of the 2009 campaign. Next week, MSU
will travel to Bloomington, Ind., to participate
in the Adidas Classic, hosted by Indiana.
The Racers will face Kentucky Friday at 9
a.m. and U1C at 4 p.m. (EDT). The final game
of die tournament will be against the kit
Hoosiers Saturday at 11 a.m. (EDT).

•

situations. I know we had a
third and long and we were
able to come back and set a
first down off of that. We'd
like to cap it off with a couple touchdowns, but I thought,
all in all, it was a better effort,"
Collins said.
The Titans opened with
another three-and-out just as
they did in Dallas.
But the first-team offense
came back with a 12-play, 75yard drive that was the unit's
through four exhibitions,
ZileaC
Collins was nearly perfoci. The 36-year-old quaverback was 6 of 7 for 60 yards
on the drive with the one
incompletion dropped by receiver hislis Oar. The receiver
came beck ead finished the drive
with a6-yard touchdown catch.
The drive also featured a
nifty move by Collins after
bobbling a shotgun snap. He
picked up the ball and tossed
a dart to Chris Johnson for 15
reds.
. Tennessee held the ball for
more than 17 minutes in the
first half after a 14-play, 70yard drive. The Titans racked
up 201 yards offense. and
Collins left with 120.8 passer
rating. Chris Johnson had as
many yards rushing (27) as he
had combined through the first
three exhibitions and AB itto
center Kevin Maims played 27
snaps — needy Unice what
they had hoped. •
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Ameoloan Leave
Al A Moms
Al Those CDT
Ily The Aeseratiatad Prams
Ilse Maslen
W L Pat OS
1241031
—
New York
76 54.666
6
Boston
50.54311
lit
70
1Wrimi Isy
66 70.453 23
taunt*
54 77.41228 1/2
lislimore
Control Division
Pot OD
W
—
Dolma
69 80.536
Minnesota
116 86.100 4 1/2
6
64 67.469
58 72441111/2
Kansas City
50 80.38619 1/2
Watt Division
W (Pet Oil
77 62.597
Los Angeles
—
5
72 57.586
Texas
08 63.519 10
Metal
Oakland
57 73.481M0 1/2
limitirday's emotes
N.Y Yankees 10, Chicago While SOil 0
Tama Bay 3, Omega 1
Clevelarki S. Marna* 3
limas 3. Minnesota 0
Salon 3. Throttle 2
Craleand 4, LA. Angels 3
Saga*4, Kangas City 4
Sundays Mimes
N.Y. Yankees 6, Chicago While Sox 3
Demi 4, Tamps lay 3
Itallimont 5, Cleveland 2
Boston 7, Toronto 0
Minnesota 5, his.3
L.A. Angels 9, Oakland 1
Kansas City 3, Seattle 0
Monday% Games
Tempe am (J.Shiskie 8-10) at DelroN
(VMehbum 9-7), 12:06 p.m.
N.Y. Yankees(Palm 114)at
Sollimore (Guthrie 5.12). 6:06 p.m.
Toronto(Cool 5-3) at limas(Malone 78), 706 p.m.
Chicago While Sox (O.Floyd 104)at
klinnesoa (Sleolibum 6-9), 7:10 p.m.
Kamm City(iochever 6-7) at Oakland
(0.0anzeles 4-5), 9:06 p.m.
LA. Angie(J.Sounders 10-7) at
Seattle (French 4-3), 9:10 pm.
Thoodefe Omme
Toronto(Viet 5-6) at This.(Nipped 42), 4:06 p.m., 1st game
Clevelend(Cameo°0.0)at Detroit
(E.Jeckaan 104),8:06 p.m.
N.Y. Yankees (Allisholl 104)at
Saillmore (Da.lignandak 4-8),604
p.m.
Damn ((suer 10-7) at limps lay
(SorMarallne 6-7), 6:011 p.m.
Chimp Whits Sok (Danko 1114)at
Ibivaus(lAwahlp 04),7:10 p.m.
leranto Plalltolynele 2-3)at Tams
Malsoelle,5.36 p.m., 2ndsr
and
Kansas Ply(COW 54)at
(Etitionzaist0-1). 9:06 p.m.
LA Angels(E.Soritene 7-7) at Seattle
(new 1-1), 5:10 p.m.

Mama League
MA Monee
AN Timms COT
Sy 11is Aerasialeil Press
lost Division
W (Pat 08
75 53.686
✓tiaesanis
—
09 62.023
Monte
69 811.813
Fierka
59 72.46017 1/2
Taw Yomit
46 16.35130 1/2
Washington
Central Division
V/ (Pat OS
77 56.563
W. Louis
—
66 63.508 10
Chimp
114 08.41/2 12
hillatubee
Houston
82 0.477 14
64 73.43419 1/2
Cinannati
53 75.414 22
Pittsburgh
at Devisisa
W L Pei OS
78 63.596
o
lo=les
—

n 51.510

San Ramiro°
kimono
San Diego

e

72 59.560
6
69 72.400 19
2
50 10.42422 1/

lloturders Osatee
L.A. Dodgers 11, Cincinnati 4
Chicago Cubs 11, N.Y. Mots 4
Son 01.50 7, Florida 4
AlantoC, Phaidaphia 1,5 innings
Milosultse 7, Pittsburgh 3
St. Louis 9,INashinglon 4
Masa 9, Houston 0
Son Pronoima 5. Colorado 3
lleaday's Game
LA. Dodgers 3, anaemia 2,12 innings
Floras 6, Ilan Olego 4
Milwoulmi 4, Plasbursh 1
81. Louis 2, wassnatin 1
N.Y. 1005 4. Chicago Cubs 1
San Prom:boo 9, Colorado 5
Maxis 4, Houston 3
Phaidelphis 3, Mania 2
illeitiare Omega
Pittsburgh (MoCulahen 04)at
antenna!(K.Wela 0-3), 1210 p.m.. la
game
Manta (Kawakami 6-10)a Fiends
(Jo.Johneon 13-3), 6:10 p.m.
(Mehben T-7) et Cincinnati
(Cus
Pint
ilrib),510 p.m., bid Ims
Houston(*wail 74)at Chicago Cubs
(Harden 6-7)7:06 p.m.
WestilW (1.1.Msonemaz 74)at Son
Diego Ostler 241, 9:06 p.m.
Mama(D.Dovie 7-11)al LA. Codgers
(Wall 64),9:10 p.m
San Francisco M.
6-10) at
Philadelphia Oleatels 74),SOS p.m.
Manta(Maclean 04)at Rorkis
.
ma 2-6),8:10 pm.
(Morten 34)at antenna
04Phf 3-1),510 p.m.
(Moithier 84)at Chicago Cube
(ROMs 9-7), 706 p.m.
MI11.11010((oeser 114)at is. Leas
Mimeo 1$4),7:15am.
N Mule (Palley 9-9)a Colorado(De
La NOM 12-9), 7:40 p.m.
(J.Morlin 3-3)at Son Diego
1). *OS PmAdams(Y.Pwa 3-5) M L.A. Dodgers
(V.Padlio 14),5.10 p.m.
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RFECT INDOOR AIR?
'THINK AGAIN.
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$1,000 Rebate
Or Ask About Our Special Financing Offers!'
Haws thatfor eflidence
In today's markelpktce. II doesn't get much better
than a cash rebate. And getting up to a $1.000 rebate
on a new Wane heating and cooling system is even
better Just purchase a qualifying Trans system
between September 1st and October 31st, 2009 and
youl receive up to a $1,000 mail-in rebate. Reliability,
energy-efficiency and indoor air quality... they're all
yours with Trans.

The*get Mom,
Nespeal
phew/meieacNeiltohme
Dr. IthelerIblif wake yak a.sed
brew yen willfted lee&Mated to the
tare ad legeemest efyear
" Po*lembere
Messefrelfter ae cense 1,sr male ea
eppeteewerett to meet Dr. Wssesrjbed

Pius, r((-cwt.' up to Si 500 in co-Jeri:11 lox Cteci ts

MURRAY ANIMAL
HOSPITAL
Illueemaitagelniadallsebomelligin
14101 College Pane R41.• Morn% KY
(270)753-2000

For a participating independent Wane dealer near you, visit:

www.FindATrane.com
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